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by James Casbolt

from JamesCasbolt Website



After the completion of my last article ‘MI6 are the lords of the global drug trade’ I must now present the full picture as to what the intelligence community drug trafficking money is being used for. I need to do this for many reasons. The truth must come out and I need to protect my family and myself. If any of us were to come to a premature end it would only add more credibility to what I am saying. Therefore by presenting the following I am protecting us. Government harassment and surveillance of me has increased since going public with the last article. I believe this has now become a ’national security’ issue. I have had my life threatened, men situated in the hotel opposite my flat taking photographs of me using a high tech, long range camera which uses a blue laser, my phone line and my girlfriends mother’s phone line tapped, my information hacked into and taken off multiple websites and e-mails from government officials blocked. I believe this is because I am leaking information on projects classified ‘above top secret’ which I will go into in detail in this article. The intelligence run drug trafficking is only classified ‘secret’. My name is James Casbolt and I worked in MI6 covert cocaine trafficking operations with the IRA in London between 1995 and 1999. My father Peter Casbolt was also MI6 and worked with the CIA and mafia in Rome in 1993 on covert cocaine and heroin trafficking operations. The global drugs trade run by many factions of the global intelligence community cooperating together (MI6, CIA, MOSSAD etc) is worth at least £500 billion a year. This is more than the global oil trade. MI6 control many of the other intelligence agencies in the world. MI6 created the CIA in 1947 and still control them today. This ‘black ops’ drug money or in classic Orwellian terms, MI6/CIA ’non-appropriated funds’ is being used to fund government and military projects classified ‘Above top secret’. These operations include a huge worldwide UFO cover up and the building and maintaining of deep underground military bases (D.U.M.B.S). There are many of these bases worldwide but here is small list. 1. Dulce in New Mexico 2. Brecon Beacons in Wales



Los Alamos in Mexico Pine Gap in Australia 5. The Snowy mountains in Australia 6. The Nyala range in Africa 7. West of Kindu in Africa 8. Next to the Libyan border in Egypt 9. Mount Blanc in Switzerland 10. Narvik in Scandinavia 11. Gottland island in Sweden and many other places These projects are being run by a secret, unelected international governing body connected to the U.N.



3.



4.



There are at least 1400 of these D.U.M.B.S worldwide. 131 in the US. With 2 underground bases being built per year in the US at the moment. The average depth of the bases are four and a quarter miles underground ( some shallower and some deeper ). The bases are on average the size a medium sized city. Each DUMB base costs between 17 and 26 billion dollars to build which is funded by MI6/CIA drug money. Each underground base employs 1,800 to 10,000 workers. A nuclear powered drill it used to dig underground. This drill goes through rock at a tremendous rate and literally melts the rock away to form a smooth glass like surface around the edges of the tunnels. On May 20 I personally received information from a former member of the NSA (National security agency) through a third party. I wish to protect this man’s identity and so I will call him ‘G’. This is the first time this information is being made public. G was subcontracted by the NSA in the late 1980’s and worked for the NSA until 1992. He was a senior electrical engineer in the Los Alamos underground base in New Mexico. G also worked at the Alamo Gordo DUMB in New Mexico and an underground base in Hawaii. He said the Los Alamos base goes two miles underground and is the size of a small city. Whilst there he witnessed rows of caged humans, tall grey aliens and a reptilian alien. G says the NSA was very hard on all subcontractors and people were worked very hard under severe conditions. According to G the US federal government, the USAF and the DOE (department of energy) run the Hawaii DUMB he worked at. This base goes down two miles and stretches out into the Pacific Ocean. It was here that three very tall and muscular ‘Nordic’ looking men (who according to G were reptilian/human hybrids because their eyes would ‘shift’ into having vertical slits for pupils) chased him along the motorway there and threatened to kill him because he had overheard them talking about some piece of high technology. Understandably G has been emotionally scarred from these experiences and does not like talking to people about them. I was also told on May 23 from this source that in June there would be a huge amount of HAARP engineered earthquakes on the west coast of America and that the DUMBS there had already been evacuated and shut down. This was one hundred percent accurate because between the 21 and 28 of June there were at least 400 earthquakes on the West Coast of America. I posted all this information on the God like productions forum on the net and within hours



the post was hacked into and removed. By executive order the NSA is exempt from all laws which do not specifically name the NSA in the text of the law, which basically means they can do whatever they want and are answerable to no one. This is because of its interaction with extra-terrestrial species and its twisted view that the people are children and cannot handle the truth. There is currently an internal war raging in the global intelligence community regarding the alien agenda. This is between negative and positive factions. From my understanding one of the main negative factions is a group centered around MI6 and the CIA called ‘Aquarius‘. This group is covering up the truth, blatantly lying and discrediting or murdering anyone who gets too close to exposing what is going on. There is also a positive group centered around naval intelligence called ’Comm 12’ which is leaking accurate information regarding the alien agenda into the public arena. When the missile (not plane) hit the pentagon on 9-11, it hit the naval intelligence section of the building. This was part of the internal war between Aquarius and Comm 12 being played out. Aquarius has also enlisted the help of Hollywood and the mainstream media to twist the facts of the alien agenda and blind the public to the truth. Sir Martin Wakefield Jacomb was director for the telegraph newspapers in 1986. He is also connected into MI6 and is involved with laundering MI6 drug money through the bank of England. Jacomb was the director of the bank of England from 1987 to 1995. Former head of the CIA William Casey was head of the council of the media network ABC. Many Insiders refer to the ABC network as ‘The CIA network’. The grey and reptilian aliens working together with the military in the underground bases is called MIEC (military industrial extra-terrestrial complex). This is a malevolent organization, as you shall see with the following information. There are also benevolent ET’s on this planet. These groups are not part of the MIEC and are from: • the Pleiades • Andromeda • Lyra • Procyon • Tau Ceti • Sirius A • Ummo These groups seem to work together in some kind of protective ‘federation’. On February 20, 1954 a delegation from these groups met with the Eisenhower administration in an unsuccessful effort to reach an agreement on the US’s thermonuclear weapons program. The stumbling block to these negotiations was that these ET’s were not willing to provide technology that might have been used by the military-industrial factions of the Eisenhower administration. These peace loving ‘human looking’ beings refused to be co-opted into the emerging military industrial extra terrestrial complex (MIEC) in the US, Britain, Russia and elsewhere on the planet.



On July 11, 1934 the first treaty with the greys from Orion occurred aboard a naval ship in Balboa. This was one of the most important events in human history because it thrust us into a role we were not repaired for as regards to being a host to a malevolent extraterrestrial race. The US federal government disregarded the constitution of the United States by doing this and not telling the people. It was here that the agreement was first made between the greys representing the reptilians from Orion and representatives of the US intelligence community. The treaty stated that in return for the greys providing high technology (anti-gravity, metals and alloys, environment, free energy and medical technology) the government would allow the greys to proceed unhindered with human abductions. This was only if a list of abductees was provided to the government and the abductees returned unharmed with their memories of the events erased. In 1944 the second extension of the treaty was signed. I have very little details of this. In May 1954 again under the Eisenhower administration the third extension of this treaty was signed called ‘The Greada treaty’. The greys and reptilians blatantly broke the terms of this treaty as we shall see later in this information. The Greada treaty was agreed upon at the Holloman air force base in New Mexico by the greys and the ‘Ultra’ unit in the NSA. The original document of this treaty and the ET materials from it can be found today at the NSA facility called ‘Blue moon’ underneath Kirkland air force base in New Mexico. The entrance to this underground base is in the Manzano Mountains. Also at this location is the technological base of the secretive department of energy (DOE). Today free energy devices developed from grey and reptilian technology are being built for use in space at the DOE base. On April 15 1964 two intelligence personnel met under ‘project Plato’ with the greys in the New Mexico desert to arrange a meeting on April 25 at Holloman air force base in New Mexico. This meeting was to renew the treaty again in a psychological bid to buy time in order to solve the problem of the greys and reptilians. A truly nightmarish situation is now unfolding. Phil Schneider was a geologist, structural engineer and underground tunneling expert for the US government and the UN. He participated in the construction of many DUMBS in North America and other countries. Phil was murdered by the CIA on January 17 1996 in his apartment in Wilsonville in Portland, Oregon. In 1979 in Dulce New Mexico, Phil Schneider was drilling into the desert there to build an auxiliary base in the southern end of Dulce on top of an already existing underground base there. The already existing base had been built by the US government in the 1940’s under ’operation blue note’ but afterwards had been taken over by greys and reptilians. Over a period of two days Phil and his team had drilled four holes in the desert that went down several thousand feet. One of the holes kept bringing up dirty dust, putrid odours and broken off machine bits that were sent down the hole. Boring machines and lasers came back up damaged when they were sent down there. A probe was then sent down that came back up totally missing. Eventually people were sent down.



Phil was the first person to go. He was lowered down into the cave and when he got down there, standing around ten feet away were two seven-foot greys. He became petrified but managed to empty one clip from his pistol into the greys. As he was reloading one of the greys hit Phil with some kind of particle beam weapon which gave him a very high dose of nuclear radiation poisoning, similar to cobalt radiation but even worse. Phil’s lung was burnt out of him and he has a huge scar running down his chest which he showed at his lectures which are available on video google.com.



Underground Bases and The New World Order

Phil Schneider - May 1995 Lecture



Phil Schneider was a geologist, structural engineer, and underground tunneling expert who participated in the construction of many deep underground cities and bases in North America and abroad for the government. In May of 1995, suffering from terminal cancer, he began giving talks in Las Vegas describing in detail the underground cities, the government's secret deal with negative aliens, high alien technology being employed by the government-including "corbamite" (element 140), mining on the moon, FEMA and martial law, the coming New World Order takeover, the Alien/NWO genocide agenda to reduce the earth's population by 85% before 2029, and a host of other stunning revelations. Phil Schneider was an extraordinarily brave man who knew that he was going to be killed because of the information he was revealing to the American public. His fingers on his left hand were burnt off, his bones were burnt. He was basically cooked. He was in radiation isolation therapy for 400 days plus. In the cave large metallic vats were found filled with human body parts, generally glands. In the vats were high tech stirring devices that stopped the blood coagulating. In Aztec in New Mexico on the 13 February 1948 a crashed flying disk was retrieved by the US military. The craft was 100 feet in diameter was made of a light metal resembling aluminum and contained ET reptilian bodies. A large number of human body parts were also found on board the craft. The ‘above top secret’ security lid was screwed down on this even tighter than Roswell to stop mass panic. The very next day after the crash (the craft was probably shot down by the military) the government bought up the property from the local landowners. Witnesses in Aztec observed covered military trucks going in and out of the area for days after the crash. The craft was transported to Wright Patterson air force base. The disc incorporated large rings of metal which revolved around a central stabilized cabin. There were no rivets, bolts, screws or signs of wielding. People in Aztec carefully guard their words as to the accounts of the crashed disk. The



Aztec citizens are still being monitored by the military to this day. One elderly woman said her husband watched the military trucks going in and out of the crash area for days. She said she was very nervous about the whole thing and didn't want to talk about any of it other than her husband seeing the military vehicles. She was asked if she believed there had been a UFO crash. Her response was, “If something hadn’t happened out there, how come the military rushed right in... why was the covered military trucks going in and out of the canyon... why did they deny being there... and why were they buying the near and surrounding land where the UFO supposedly crashed? In Cambodia in 1972 at the height of the Vietnam war, a US special operations team out on patrol came across a group of alien creatures loading various human body parts into large metal containers and sealing them. A pitched battle ensued, which resulted in fatalities on both sides. As the soldiers pulled back the aliens quickly retreated to their craft taking the body parts with them. As usual a major cover-up was quickly enforced. One of my contacts in Wales who I will call ‘D’ to protect his identity, was approached by an elite intelligence organization called ‘Group 5-8’. This group was formed by Margaret Thatcher in the 1980’s to work at the sights of crashed ET craft in Britain. This is the first time this information is being made public. Even though group 5-8 was formed by Margaret Thatcher it is a UN group. The group 5-8 man called George showed my contact a UN identity card with UN holograms on it. George then drove D to a clandestine meeting on a motorway services. It was here that George showed D photographs of human mutilations they had found near the heavily guarded Breaken beacon DUMB in Wales. These photos were taken at a sealed off area where UFO activity had taken place. The photos showed a girl of sixteen and a boy of twenty who had their genitals removed, eyeballs removed, lips removed and directly half of their skin was missing. George said group 5-8 regularly found camper vans around this area where the occupants had vanished. D understandably had nightmares for weeks after this and was soon after followed by a high-tech American utility van with blue lights underneath it. I believe this was a NSA van. Days after this D had his life threatened over the phone. The call was anonymous but told him to keep quite or his house would be burnt down with him in it. George then called D and told him his life was in danger and to get the information out as soon as possible to protect himself. The next day a gasman turned up pulled out his ID the moment the door was opened walked in and checked the meter. When he left a fire broke out which nearly burnt down the house with D and his wife in it. The house was wrecked and the fire brigade said the fire had mysteriously started in the bin in the room where the gasman was. After this D another man and myself were investigating reports of a DUMB and missing children around the small village of Zennor in Cornwall. There had been many sightings of alien beings on the cliffs there since the 1960’s and many UFO sightings around the area and large amounts of covert military activity. Some of the UFO’s had disappeared into the ocean there according to witnesses.



Two years ago a Devon and Cornwall police project classified ’secret’ had gone on. This was a dig for the mass graves of children by the police. They had traced the reports of many missing children to this area. This is classified information that D managed to get hold of from his contacts. Once again this is the first time this information is being made public. From that I can gather the police did not find any bodies and the digging area was walled off from the public. I believe the police were looking in the wrong place because the activity seems to be coming from underground. When the poet D.H Lawrence stayed at a small cottage in Zennor he heard explosions coming from deep underground. And Aleister Crowley who was an MI6 agent spent much time at Zennor. As already stated MI6 and the CIA are heavily involved in the alien agenda and I believe Aleister Crowley was up to his neck in it. Aleister Crowley had performed many satanic rituals at a cottage in Zennor (there seems to be a close connection with Satanism and the greys and reptilians). At this cottage one night after Crowley left that a woman named Ka Cox died of a stroke and her husband went insane and ended up in Bodmin mental asylum. The man said a reptilian being had materialized in the house and I believe Ka Cox died of fright after seeing this. The police files pertaining to her death were stolen from the police station after this. Aleister Crowley was also at Montauk in New York when the project was in full swing and there is a quantum energy grid line that runs from Montauk to Zennor and the Men An Tol ancient stones in Cornwall. After the fire at D’s house everything had been quite for a couple of years. All of a sudden after two days into our missing children investigation at Zennor, D had men outside his bedroom window shining lights in. This is an intimidation tactic used by the intelligence agencies. I have only scratched the surface of what is going on at Zennor as there is not room to go into it all here. The bigger picture will be made public soon. So what is going on with these human mutilations and missing people?. The truth of the matter is that the greys and reptilians feed off the glandular secretions and hormones through a type of osmosis. This is why major organs are taken from people. Your mind may want to go into denial that this is happening but if you start digging you will find this is 100% true. On the Crowed skies website there is video smuggled out of the Dulce underground facility that shows greys inside vats absorbing these blood mixtures through their skin. Researchers Bill Hamilton and Tal XXXXXX (AKA Jason Bishop) received reports from workers at the Dulce DUMB who worked there in the mid 1970’s when it was being jointly run by the CIA, greys and reptilians. This was before the ET’s completely took the base over and kicked the humans out. The workers said the Dulce facility goes down at least seven levels. Level six is privately called ’nightmare hall’ amongst workers. They tell of bizarre experimentation and multilegged humans that look half human and half octopus, reptilian humanoids, furry creatures with hands like humans that cry like a baby, and mimic human words. Also a huge mixture of lizard humans in cages, several cages of winged humans, three



and a half to seven feet tall bat like creatures and gargoyle like beings. In level seven are thousands of rows of human and human genetic mixtures in cold storage, humanoid embryo storage vats with embryos in various stages of development. Other workers said they witnessed scenes even more terrifying than this and refused to talk about them. One worker told Bill Hamilton, “I frequently encountered humans in cages, usually dazed or drugged, but sometimes they cried and begged for help. We were told they were insane and involved in high-risk drug tests to cure insanity. We were told never to speak to them at all. At the beginning we believed the story. Finally in 1978 a small group of workers discovered the truth”. Thomas Castello was one of the security workers at the Dulce facility. Thomas worked seven years for the Rand Corporation in California. He was transferred to Dulce in 1977. He estimated there were more than 18000 short greys at Dulce and also saw tall reptilians. Thomas knew of seven levels but said there could have been more. He said the aliens were on levels five, six and seven. The lower you go the higher the security clearance is needed. The only sign in English is above the tube shuttle system and says ’To Los Alamos’. The tube shuttle travels at mach 2.7. Most signs at the Dulce facility are in the alien symbol language and a universal system understood by humans and ET’s. Thomas said the other shuttle connections from Dulce went to Page Arizona, Area 51 Nevada, Taos Carlsbad, Datil New Mexico, Colorado Springs and Creede Colorado. Thomas also said there is a vast number of tube shuttle connections under the United States which extend into a global system of tunnels to other underground bases in other countries. Thomas Castello said that below the second level of the Dulce facility everyone is weighed naked and given a uniform. Any change in weight is noted and if there is a change in weight of three pounds or more the people are x-rayed. At the entrance to all sensitive areas are scales and the persons weight must match with their ID card and code to gain entry. Thomas Castello smuggled many things out of the Dulce facility before he escaped which included twenty seven sheets of 8x10 photos of alien and genetic creatures in vats. One silent surveillance camera video tape, which begins with showing computer banks then vats, multi shots of nightmare hall, two shots of greys, one shot of the terminal sign saying ’To Los Alamos’ and thirty seconds of the shuttle train arriving. Twenty five pages of diagrams, chemical formulas, schematics and alien equipment. • A copy of the new government/alien treaty with signatures. • Two pages of original documents signed by Ronald Reagan (then governor of California). Each page has Ronald Reagan's signature plus other political signatures and four alien signatures. • Thomas Castello’s ‘flash gun’ (a laser type weapon used by the security officers at Dulce). • Thomas put the original set of these items in a sealed, one piece oxygen free heavy plastic box. Five sets of copies are in five different boxes in five different locations guarded by five different individuals known only to Thomas Castello. I understand these individuals would be scared to leak this proof as Thomas Castello's



wife and child were kidnapped and then disappeared in Puerto Rico not long after this (now presumed dead). But if any of you are reading this then please contact me anonymously and we can arrange for you to send me a copy. I will be able to get it out on a large scale. My e-mail address will be at the end of this article. This is part of an interview with Thomas Castello before he disappeared: “I am saying there are aliens in several underground bases in this country and terrible things happen in those places. If I die before it is proven search for proof. Demand that the government admit it. If enough people demand it they will find a way to explain the base or at least explain why they must keep it secret. There are many people that work at Dulce that know me. I am challenging those co-workers to speak up anonymously. Send a letter to confirm what I have explained. In the name of the brave men, women, children and aliens that died trying to let the public know what is going on at the Dulce facility. Expose that horrid place before thousands more innocent people are tortured and die unspeakable deaths”. The Rand corporation which is involved in the construction of these underground bases has released ‘The Roper report’. This is now a third generation report that says according to their research one in ten people have been abducted and implanted by the Greys and reptilians and returned with their memories erased. This report has been sent out to one hundred and ten thousand clinical psychiatrists in the US. The Roper report also states that women are being raped by reptilian ET’s as part of a ongoing genetic program by them. As fantastic as this sounds it is backed up by some of the world’s top MD’s like John Mack and many others. There are some ninety concerned psychiatric scientists in the US who are trying to form an organization to prevent secrecy on this horrendous situation. They say that because of the alien/government treaties this amounts to government sponsored rape. According to the Roper report 99.3% of the abductees being used in this ongoing genetic ET program are female and 0.7% are male. I have personally seen intelligence documents of studies into the Grey and Reptilian problem that show they are involved in genetic sabotage of the human race. The Grey and Reptilian alien agenda is to slowly and covertly take over the planet in the next thirty years, reduce the population and run the planet from underground using the surface population as food to be taken when and how they wish. The British, Russian and US government is shooting down around one Grey and Reptilian craft a month with particle beam weapons developed from Tesla technology. The Russians have areas the size of football fields full of crashed ET craft. If that is not a full-scale invasion I don’t know what is. The British, Russian and US government have become ‘blood brothers’ and the best of friends because of the alien agenda. The Russian and US cold war was feigned animosity and a sham so these governments could develop nuclear weapon programs to counter the alien threat. The cold war was a lie for the public to take the attention away from what the nuclear weapons program was really being developed for, not against Russia but as a last resort against the Greys and Reptilians. The headquarters of the secret international governing body in charge of dealing with the



ET phenomenon is in Geneva, Switzerland. The ruling body is made up of representatives of the governments involved as well as the executive members of the group known as the Bilderbergers. As I have said the British, American and Russian governments are working very closely together because of the Grey/Reptilian threat to the planet. Although the situation is so horrendous that these governments have shattered into panicked factions, some of which have ’sold out’ and are directly helping the Greys and Reptilians. According to very credible US government insider William Cooper the most important meetings of this secret international governing body are held by the policy committee on a nuclear submarine beneath the polar ice caps. The secrecy is such that this is the only method to make certain the meetings cannot be bugged and is the only place they will discuss their biggest secrets. It would be wrong and cruel of me to present his information without presenting the full picture. The Greys and reptilians from Orion have been involved in an ancient war with the Benevolent Pleiadians and other groups. The Pleiadians are a very powerful group and are the guardians of this solar system. I personally do not believe they will let the grey/reptilian agenda fully unfold. They have helped us in the past, are helping us now and will help us in the future. I know this because I have had many Para-normal ET contact experiences since childhood. There is not room to go into detail here but is covered in the ’Above top secret’ presentation with investigative journalist Dave Starbuck. Type ’revelation audio visualDave star buck’ into a search engine to find. I have very clear photographic evidence of benevolent Pleiadian ET’s materializing in my house and a box of ‘channelled’ communications with these beings. These photographs will stand up to a computer grain analysis test because they are all one hundred percent real. I also do not have the knowledge or technology to fake them. One photo shows a very clear face materializing in front of me. I also have post traumatic stress disorder from abductions and other contacts with malevolent reptilian entities. Again these are covered in ’Above top secret’. There is a massive number of missing children in Britain, America and other places connected to these underground bases. The figure in Britain seems to be at least twenty thousand children disappear without a trace every year. In a 1995 classified CIA, DIA (defense intelligence agency) and FBI report, it stated that one hundred thousand children and one million adults disappear and are never found in the US every year. You may ask yourself how is this being covered up. As was mentioned at the beginning of the article, the same group working with the greys and reptilians which is MI6, CIA and the MIEC, own and control the mainstream media. In 2001 Scotland Yard police revealed that it had been unable to find three hundred black boys aged between four to seven that disappeared from London in a three-month period. The three hundred boys were reported missing between July and September in 2001. Journalist Yinka Sunmonu an expert in missing children told the BBC’s Today program “Children are here one day and gone the next”.



In 1989 in Westchester, New York which was the site of numerous UFO overflights and reports of human abductions at that time. Over three thousand missing children reports surfaced. After extensive investigation by local police departments the children were not found at red light districts or centers for run a ways. Researchers and law enforcement officials were baffled. There is also the CIA ‘finders case’. This involved negative factions of the CIA directly involved in child kidnapping. This was revealed in a 1987 US customs report. Customs and police raided a Washington DC warehouse which was used by the CIA. There they found a set of instructions broadcast via a computer network which advised the CIA to move a huge amount of kidnapped children that were originally being held at the warehouse (customs and police found large amount of nappies and other things there) and to keep them moving across jurisdictions. There were instructions on impregnation of female teenagers and also instructions on how to avoid police detection. The destination for the children in the instructions was New Mexico. The Albuquerque journal ran an article entitled ’ Why New Mexico has so many more missing children than comparable states remains a mystery’. Much of this activity is centered around New Mexico where the Dulce underground facility is. One male survivor of the MI6/CIA mind control project Monarch described in ’The illuminati formula’ by Fritz Springmeir, the china lake naval base at Ridgecrest in the California desert. This anonymous man says batches of children numbering one, two and three thousand were kept in cages piled up to the ceiling of large hangers. He says these cages are called ’woodpecker grids’. These are electrified and the children were tortured with electric shocks. Children are today still being transported to china lake naval base by train, car and air. One of the main delivery routes for children into China Lake is by plane from the Santa Rosa airstrip near Bohemian grove. The Santa Rosa airstrip is supposed to be closed, yet planes take off from there every night and do not put there lights on until they are hundreds of feet in the air. The Nazi geneticist and mind control scientist Joseph Mengela ‘The angel of death’ from the Auschwitz concentration camp was brought to America after the war by MI6 and the OSS (which became the CIA) in project paperclip. Many other leading Nazi mind control experts, rocket scientists and geneticists were also brought to America and Britain after the war. Joseph Mengela stayed at the China Lake base and the Tavistock Institute in London. China Lake naval base is in the same as Lancaster, California. It was in Lancaster the mass graves of mutilated children were discovered. By the sheer amount of evidence the only conclusion I can come to is that certain sections of the US and British government have sold us and our children out to malevolent ET’s in backdoor treaties. The situation is truly grim. Come on people, time to wake up! The new world order and UN one world government is this rigid control structure to clamp the people of the world into a totalitarian vice so they won’t have to tell us about the aliens.



I also believe that certain sections of the intelligence community and the US and British government are directly helping the Greys and Reptilians with their takeover agenda. Evidence seems to point to the ET’s promising these humans certain powers when this happens. The name of the powerful secretive group ‘The Trilateral Commission’ is taken from the Orion Grey/Reptilian flag known as the Trilateral insignia. This shows how much trouble the Human race is in. There is now an apathy amongst the people towards world events that is deadly and contagious. This is especially true of the people of Britain. We have truly become a nation of sheep. I challenge you to shake off that apathy and challenge your government to tell you the truth. Please send letters copies of this article to your local government officials and distribute it amongst your friends and family. This information desperately needs to get out on a large scale as possible but I cannot do this on my own, I need your help. There is a huge amount of pressure on the governments to go public on the ET scenario, but there is also a huge amount of pressure on them not to go public as well. We need to demand our government officials tell us the truth about the ET scenario and if they do not we must impeach them. If there are any government officials or intelligence personnel who still have a conscious and would like to provide me with information on any of the areas covered in this article or information on any other areas, please contact me at the e-mail addresses below. I will also be willing to meet you face to face. Return to Anomalous Underground Constructions Return to Vida en Nuestra Galaxia Return to Temas / Sociopolitica Return to James Casbolt



The Hollow Earth Chapter 7.4:



Underground Cities

By: Dr. R. W. Bernard, B.A., M.A., Ph.D. We have indicated previously that the subterranean cities of Agharta were constructed by Atlanteans as refugees from the radioactive fallout produced by the nuclear war they fought, and also referred to Huguenin's theory that flying saucers were Atlantean aircraft which were brought to the Subterranean World prior to the occurrence of the catastrophe that sank Atlantis. The abandonment of their former home on top of the four-sided sacred mountain in the center of Atlantis (Mount Olympus or Meru, later memorialized by the four-sided, truncated pyramids of Egypt and Mexico) and their skyward journey over the Rainbow Bridge of the Aurora Borealis, through the polar opening, to the new home in Walhalla, the golden palaces of the city of Shamballah, capital of Agharta, the Subterranean World.



This migration of the Atlantean god-rulers to the Subterranean World, prior to the destruction of Atlantis, was referred to in Teutonic mythology as the "Gotterdamerung" or Twilight of the Gods. They made the journey in flying saucers, which were Atlantean aircraft. Whereas, in the days of Atlantis, flying saucers flew in the Earth's outer atmosphere, after they entered the Subterranean World they continued to fly in its internal atmosphere in its hollow interior. After the Hiroshima atomic explosion in 1945 they rose again to the surface in numbers, seeking to avert a nuclear catastrophe. The tragedy that befell Atlantis was due to its scientific development running ahead of its moral development, resulting in a nuclear war, which heated the atmosphere, melted polar ice caps and brought on a terrific deluge that submerged the continent. A group of survivors, led by Noah, found refuge in the highlands of Brazil (then an Atlantean colony), where they constructed subterranean cities, connected by tunnels to the surface, to prevent destruction by radioactive fallout and flood. According to Plato's account, Atlantis was submerged by a series of inundations which came to a climax about 11,500 years ago. Some four million inhabitants lost their lives. Those who were more spiritual and were forewarned escaped in time to Brazil, where, it is claimed, they or their descendants still live in subterranean cities. In this connection it is interesting to refer to Jules Verne's book, "A JOURNEY TO THE CENTER OF THE EARTH," which presents a similar conception of the earth's formation as did Gardner's book by a similar name. Verne describes a party of explorers who entered a volcanic shaft, and after traveling for months, finally came to the hollow center of the earth, a new world with its own sun to illuminate it, oceans, land and even cities of Atlantean origin. Verne believed that prior to the destruction of Atlantis, some of the Atlanteans escaped and established subterranean cities in the earth's hollow center. Since most of Verne's predictions were later verified, it is possible that this one also will be - but not by entering a volcanic shaft, but by an aerial expedition through the polar openings into the hollow interior of the earth. One of the early German settlers in Santa Catarina, Brazil, wrote and published a book in old German, dealing with the Subterranean World, deriving his information from the Indians. The book described the Earth as being hollow, with a sun in its center. The interior of the earth was said to be inhabited by a disease-free, long-lived race of fruitarians. This Subterranean World, the book claimed, was connected by tunnels with the surface, and these tunnels, it was claimed, open mostly in Santa Catarina and surrounding parts of South Brazil. The author has devoted nearly six years to investigations to study the mysterious tunnels which honeycomb Santa Catarina, obviously built by an ancient race to reach subterranean cities. Research is still in progress... The Russian explorer, Ferdinand Ossendowski, author of "Beasts, Men and Gods," claims that the tunnels which encircle the earth and which pass under the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans, were built by men of a pre-glacial Hyperborean civilization which flourished in the polar region at a time when its climate was still tropical, a race of supermen possessing scientific powers of a superior order, and marvelous inventions, including tunnel-boring machines we know nothing about, by means of which they honeycombed the earth with tunnels. We shall now quote from Ossendowski's remarkable book relating his own experiences in Mongolia; where belief in the existence of a Subterranean World of Agharta, ruled by the King of the World, who resides in his holy city of Shamballah, is universal. Ossendowski writes: "`Stop' said my Mongol guide, when we crossed the plateau of Tzagan Luk, `Stop.' "His camel bowed down without the need of him ordering it. The Mongol raised his hands in a gesture of adoration and repeated the sacred phrase: "OM MANI PADME HUM "



"The other Mongols immediately stopped their camels and began to pray. `"What happened?' I wondered, bringing my camel to a halt. "The Mongols prayed for some moments, then mounted their camels and rode on. "`Look;' said the Mongol to me, `how the camels move their ears with terror, how the manes of the horses remain immobile and alert and how the camels and cattle bow down to the ground. Note how the birds stop flying or the dogs barking. The air vibrates sweetly and one hears a song that penetrates to the hearts of all men, animals and birds. All living beings, seized with fear, prostrate themselves. For the King of the World, in his subterranean palace, is prophesying the future of the peoples of all the earth.' "Thus spoke the old Mongol. "Mongolia, with its terrible mountains and limitless plateaus was born a mystery which was preserved by the red and yellow lamas. The rulers of Lhasa and Ourga guarded this science and possessed these mysteries. It was during my trip to Central Asia that I heard for the first time this Mystery of Mysteries, to which I formerly paid no attention, but only did later, when I was able to analyze it and compare certain testimonies frequently subjected to controversy. The old men on the border of Amyil told me an old legend, according to which a Mongolian tribe, seeking to escape from Genghis Khan, hid in a subterranean land. Later, near Nogan Lake, I was shown by Soyota a door which served as the entrance to the kingdom of Agharta. "It was through this door that a hunter entered into this region and, after he returned told of his visit. The lamas cut off his tongue to prevent him from speaking about the Mystery of Mysteries. In his old age, he returned to the entrance of the cavern and disappeared into the Subterranean World, which memory always brought emotion to the nomad. "I obtained more detailed information from Houtouktou Jelyl Djamsrap de Narabanch Kure. He told me the history of the arrival of the all-powerful King of the World to the door of exit of the Subterranean World, his appearance, his miracles and prophecies. I then commenced to understand this legend, this hypothesis, this collective vision, which, no matter how we interpret it, conceals not only a mystery but a real force which governs and influences the course of the political life of Asia. From that moment, I commenced my investigations. The lama Gelong, favorite of Prince Choultoun Beyli, gave me a description of the Subterranean World. "More than six thousand years ago, he said, a holy man disappeared into the earth accompanied by a tribe of people and never returned to its surface. This inner world was also visited by various other men, as Cakya-Muni, Undur-Ghengen Paspa, Baber and others. No one knows where they found the entrance. Some say it was in Afghanistan, others say it was in India. "All inhabitants of this region are protected against evil, and no crime exists within its boundaries. Science developed tranquilly, uninterrupted by war and free from the spirit of destruction. Consequently the subterranean people were able to achieve a much higher degree of wisdom. They compose a vast empire with millions of inhabitants governed by the King of the World. He masters all the forces of nature, can read what is within the souls of all, and in the great book of destiny. Invisibly he rules over eight hundred million human beings, all willing to execute his orders. "All the subterranean passages in the entire world lead to the World of Agharta. The lamas say that all the subterranean cavities in America are inhabited by this people. The inhabitants of submerged prehistoric continents (Lemuria and Atlantis) found refuge and continued to live in the Subterranean World.



"The lama Turgut, who made the trip from Ourga to Pekin with me, gave me further details: The capital of Agharta (Shamballah) is surrounded by villas where live the Holy Sages. It reminds one of Lhasa, where the temple of the Dalai Lama rises on top of a mountain surrounded by temples and monasteries. His palace is surrounded by the palaces of the Gurus, who control the visible and invisible forces of the earth, from its interior to the sky, and are lords of life and death. If our crazy humanity will continue its wars, they may come to the surface and transform it into a desert. They can dry the oceans, transform continents into seas and cause the disappearance of mountains. In strange vehicles, unknown above, they travel at unbelievable speed through tunnels inside the earth. The lamas found vestiges of these men in all parts and in inscriptions on rocks; and saw remains of the wheels of their vehicles. "When I asked him to tell me how many persons visited Agharta, the lama answered: `A great number, but most of those who were there maintain the secret as long as they live. When the Olets destroyed Lhasa, one of their regiments, in the mountains of the southwest, reached the limits of Agharta and were then instructed in mysterious sciences, for which reason the Olets and Talmuts became prophets. Certain black tribes of the east also entered Agharta and continued to live there for centuries. Later they were expulsed from the Subterranean World and returned to live on the surface of the earth, bringing with them knowledge of the mystery of prophecy by means of cards and reading the lines of the hand. (They were the ancestors of the gypsies.) In a certain region in the north of Asia there exists a tribe which is on the verge of disappearing and which frequents the caverns of Agharta. Its members can invoke the spirits of dead which live in space.' "The lama then remained silent some time and then, responding to my thoughts, continued: `In Agharta, the sages write on stone tablets all the sciences of our planet and of other worlds. The Chinese Buddhist sages know that well. Their science is the most advanced and purest. In each century the sages of China united in a secret place near the sea and on the backs of a hundred large turtles that come out of the ocean they write the conclusions of the divine science of their century.' "This brings to my mind a story that was related to me by an old Chinese attendant in the Temple of Heaven in Pekin. He told me that turtles live for three thousand years without air or food and for this reason all the columns of the blue Temple of Heaven rest on the backs of living turtles, so that wooden supports would not rot. "Many times did the rulers of Ourga and Lhasa send ambassadors to the King of the World, said the lama librarian, but they could not reach him. However, a Tibetan chief, after a battle with the Olets, came to a cavern whose opening bore the following inscription: "`THIS DOOR LEADS TO AGHARTA.' "From the cavern left a man of beautiful appearance, who presented to him a Golden tablet bearing strange inscriptions, saying: "`The King of the World will appear to all men when comes the time of the war of the good against the evil; but this time has not yet come. The worst members of the human race have yet to be born.' "Chang Chum Ungern sent young Prince Pounzig as an ambassador to the King of the World. The ambassador returned with a letter for the Dalai Lama of Lhasa. He wished to send him a second time but the young ambassador never returned." CONCLUSION



From the evidence contained in this book, confirmed by many Arctic explorers whom we cite, we come to the following conclusions: 1. There is really no North or South Pole. Where they are supposed to exist there are really wide openings to the hollow interior of the Earth. 2. Flying saucers come from the hollow interior of the Earth through these polar openings. 3. The hollow interior of the earth, warmed by its central sun (the source of Aurora Borealis) has an ideal subtropical climate of about 76 degrees in temperature, neither too hot nor too cold. 4. Arctic explorers found the temperature to rise as they traveled far north; they found more open seas; they found animals traveling north in winter, seeking food and warmth, when they should have gone south; they found the compass needle to assume a vertical position instead of a horizontal one and to become extremely eccentric; they saw tropical birds and more animal life the further north they went; they saw butterflies, mosquitoes and other insects in the extreme north, when they were not found until one is as far south as Alaska and Canada; they found the snow discolored by colored pollen and black dust, which became worse the further north they went. The only explanation is that this dust came from active volcanoes in the polar opening. 5. There is a large population inhabiting the inner concave surface of the Earth's crust, composing a civilization far in advance of our own in its scientific achievements, which probably descended from the sunken continents of Lemuria and Atlantis. Flying saucers are only one of their many achievements. It would be to our advantage to contact these Elder Brothers of the human race, learn from them and receive their advice and aid. 6. The existence of a polar opening and land beyond the Poles is probably known to the U.S. Navy in whose employ Admiral Byrd made his two historic flights and which is probably a top international secret. UFO'S or FLYING SAUCERS in Ancient Times.... . Did Super Beings From Space Ever Visit Earth? Classical Writers Reported So. Each Age interprets unusual events in the language of its own experience, whether it be Ezekiel describing sky objects in the symbology of angels and precious jewels, or Monk Lawrence in A.D. 776 marveling at flaming shields from heaven spitting fire at the Saxons besieging Sigiburg, or modern men speculating the Unidentified Flying Objects are of extra-terrestrial origin. Now that astronomers blazon the belief that life exists throughout the universe, speculation naturally exists that spacemen could have landed on Earth in ages past. Is there evidence? For more than 2,000 years it was recorded by nearly all the greatest intellects of Greece and Rome although most of the records of antiquity have been destroyed, in the surviving Classics there is ample evidence of UFO's and probable extra-terrestrial intervention. Our theologians dismiss the ancient Gods as anthropomorphisms of natural forces, as if entire races for hundreds of years would base their daily lives on lightning and thunderbolts. Yet logic suggests that the old Gods of Egypt, Greece, Rome, Scandinavia and Mexico were not disembodied Spirits or anthropomorphic symbolisms but actual spacemen from the skies. It seems that after the great catastrophes remembered in legends. the "Gods" withdrew and



henceforth have been content merely to survey the Earth, except for an occasional intervention in human affairs. Apollodorus wrote, "Sky was the first who ruled over the whole world," surely signifying domination by space beings. The Roman Emperor Julian vowed, "We must believe that on this world... certain Gods alighted." Aeschylus, Euripides, Aristophanes, Plautus and Menander frequently introduced a "Deus ex Machine" (a God from a Machine) to untangle the plots of their plays. Aristotle, Plato, Pliny, Lucretius and most other philosophers believed that the Gods were supermen living in the realms above. A century ago a German grocer Heinrich Schliemann, using the Iliad as a guide, defied the ridicule of the professors and dug up Troy. Can we dig up records of spaceships in other classics? Following are some examples from the works of ancient writers, scrutinized for UFO references: B.C. 498 Visitations "... Castor and Pollux were seen fighting in our army on horseback... Nor do we forget that when the Locrians defeated the people of Crotona in a battle on the banks of the river Sagra, it was known the same day at the Olympian Games. The voices of the Fauns have been heard and deities have appeared in forms so visible that they have compelled everyone who is not senseless or hardened to impiety to confess the presence of the Gods." - Cicero, Of the nature of the Gods, Book I, Ch. 2 B.C. 325: Visitations "There in the stillness of the night both consuls are said to have been visited by the same apparition, a man of greater than human stature, and more majestic, who declared that the commander of one side and the army of the other must be offered up to the Manes and to Mother Earth." - Livy, History, Book VIII, Ch. 11 B.C. 223: Bright Light, Three Moons "At Ariminium a bright light like the day blazed out at night; in many portions of Italy three moons became visible in the night time." - Dio Cassius, Roman History, Book I B.C. 222: Three Moons "Also three moons have appeared at once, for instance, in the consulship of Gnaeus Domitius and Gaius Fannius." - Pliny, Natural History, Book II, Ch. 32 B.C. 218: The Sky Is Filled "In Amiterno district in many places were seen the appearance of men in white garments from far away. The orb of the sun grew smaller. At Praeneste glowing lamps from heaven. At Arpi a shield in the sky. The moon contended with the sun and during the night two moons were seen. Phantom ships appeared in the sky." - Livy, History, Books XXI-XXII B.C. 217: Fissure in the Sky "At Faleri the sky had seemed to be rent as it were with a great fissure and through the opening a bright light had shone." - Livy, History, Book XXII, Ch. 1 B.C. 214: Men and Altar "At Hadria an altar was seen in the sky and about it the forms of men in white clothes." - Julius Obsequens, Prodigiorum Libellus, Ch. 66 B.C. 163 : An Extra Sun "In the consulship of Tiberius Gracchus and Manius Juventus at Capua the sun was seen by night. At Formice two suns were seen by day. The sky was afire. In Cephallenia a trumpet seemed to sound from the sky. There was a rain of earth. A windstorm



demolished houses and laid crops flat in the field. By night an apparent sun shone at Pisaurum." Obsequens, Prodigiorum, Ch 114 B.C. 122: Three Suns, Three Moons "In Gaul three suns and three moons were seen." Obsequens, Prodigiorum, Ch. 114 B.C. 81: Gold Fireball "Near Spoletium a gold-colored fireball rolled down to the ground, increased in size; seemed to move off the ground toward the east and was big enough to blot out the sun." - Obsequens, Prodigiorum, Ch. 114 B.C. 85: Burning Shield, Sparks "In the consulship of Lucius Valerius and Caius Marius a burning shield scattering sparks ran across the sky. " - Pliny, Natural History, Book II, Ch. 34 B.C. 66: From Spark to Torch "In the consulship of Gnaeus Octavius and Gaius Suetonius a spark was seen to fall from a star and increase in size as it approached the earth. After becoming as large as the moon it diffused a sort of cloudy daylight and then returning to the sky changed into a torch. This is the only record of its occurrence. It was seen by the proconsul Silenus and his suite. " - Pliny, Natural History, Book II, Ch. 35 B.C. 48: Thunderbolts, Visitations "Thunderbolts had fallen upon Pompey's camp. A fire had appeared in the air over Caesar's camp and had fallen upon Pompey's ... In Syria two young men announced the result of the battle (in Thessaly) and vanished." - Dio Cassius, Roman History, Book IV B.C. 42: Night Light, Three Suns "In Rome light shone so brightly at nightfall that people got up to begin work as though day had dawned. At Murtino three suns were seen about the third hour of the day, which presently drew together in a single orb." - Obsequens, Prodigiorum, Ch. 130 B.C.?: Suns, Moons, Globes "How often has our Senate enjoined the decemvirs to consult the books of the Sibyl: For instance, when two suns had been seen or when three moons had appeared and when flames of fire were noticed in the sky; or on that other occasion when the sun was beheld in the night, when noises were heard in the sky, and the heaven itself seemed to burst open, and strange globes were remarked in it." - Cicero, On Divination, Book I, Ch. 43 A.D. 70: Chariots in the Sky "On the 2lst of May a demonic phantom of incredible size... For before sunset there appeared in the air over the whole country chariots and armed troops coursing through the clouds and surrounding the cities." - Josephus, Jewish War, Book CXI A.D. 193: Three New Stars "Three stars ... suddenly came into view surrounding the sun, when Emperor Julianus in our presence was offering the Sacrifice of Entrance in front of the Senate House. These stars were so very distinct that the soldiers kept continually looking at them and pointing them out to another . . . " - Dio Cassius, Roman History, Book LXXIV A.D. 217: Visitation "In Rome, moreover, a `Spirit' having the appearance of a man led an ass up to the Capitol and afterwards to the palace seeking its master as he claimed and stating that Antoninus was dead and Jupiter was now Emperor. Upon being arrested for this and sent by Matermainus to Antoninus he said, `I go as you bid but I shall face not this emperor but another.' And when he reached Capua he vanished. " - Dio Cassius, Roman History The above references are only a sampling of the evidence available. Consider just four writers: Julius Obsequens recorded 63 celestial phenomena; Livy, 30; Pliny, 26; Dio Cassius, 14; Cicero, 9.



Romans fervently believed that two strange horsemen, taller than normal men, alike in age, height and beauty, saved the day for Posthumus at Lake Regillus and, that same day, miraculously appeared in the Forum, announced the victory, and departed forever. A contemporary historian described two shiny shields spitting fire around the rims, diving repeatedly at the columns of Alexander the Great in India, stamping horses and elephants, and then returning to the sky. When we recall that Romulus was borne to heaven by a whirlwind while giving judgment on the Palatine Hill, that his successor Numa Pomilius, used magic weapons, that Livy, Pliny the Elder, and Julius Obsequens tell of mysterious voices, celestial trumpets, men in white garments hovering in airships, several suns and moons together, sudden new stars, and superhuman apparitions descending among men and then vanishing, we suddenly feel we are reading the wonders of the Bible. By some strange twist of the human mind, we worship prodigies in old Palestine as manifestations of the Lord, yet scoff at identical phenomena occurring at the same time only a few hundred miles away. Evidence exists; all we need to do is examine it. Back to The Hollow Earth Contents Constructions Back to Underground Anomalous
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Introduction

This File is a correlation of data from many sources. It is based on documents which are believed to be written by responsible individuals who have either witnessed the information first hand, or knew someone who did and came by the material in an honest atmosphere. If you do not believe the information presented here can be possible, then perhaps you should go elsewhere and try to live your life out in as normal existence as possible. The material here has been reported by real people. The government, of course, would deny it. If you do believe that the concepts represented here may be possible, then you may learn a great deal in the following lines of text. It would detract from the information presented here to stop each time a different author said something and give him or her credit, so I will instead, give credit at the end of the document to as many titles as possible. Some are not possible, because I don’t want to know who they are, and they don’t want me to know who they are, and I respect their wishes. However, some of these authors are known by close associates of mine, and they do know these persons individually. If you are a person who believes that this information is not possible because the government has not agreed to it, or because the government disagrees with it, then this material is not intended for you. It is intended for those who already know that the government has much to lose by admitting any of this information, or at least they feel that they have something to lose. So don’t expect government confirmation of this, expect them to disagree totally with everything here. It’s to their advantage to disagree, and keep trying to maintain their secrecy. The material in this document is an attempt to bring light on the subject matter involved, because the government will never do so. If, for some unintentional reason, I should fail to acknowledge any certain author whose work is wholly or partially represented here, I invite them to correspond with me and I will be happy to include their names whether real or pseudo, and give them the proper credit. Much of the US is honeycombed with naturally occurring caves and caves systems, sinkholes and abandoned mines, especially in the West. The Government (federal and/or federal and state) is the biggest landholder/owner in the states that the underground bases are purported to be in. Top 10 ranked in order of % of state land owned (acres) by federal - states



governments: % of state acreage federally owned 1 Nevada - 87.8% 2 Utah - 67.9% 3 Alaska - 67% 4 Idaho - 65.2% 5 Oregon - 55.5% 6 California - 49.9% 7 Wyoming - 49.7% 8 Arizona - 44.3% 9 Colorado - 38.9% 10 New Mexico - 36.2% % owned by federal and state gov. combined 1 Alaska - 96.8% 2 Nevada - 89.2% 3 Utah - 75.2% 4 Idaho - 70.4% 5 Oregon - 60.4% 6 Arizona - 56.8% 7 Wyoming - 56% 8 California - 52.1% 9 New Mexico - 47.5% 10 Colorado - 43.3%



The following is a list of Underground Bases (some of it are incomplete) and what is currently known about them. There are currently 96 Government (mostly FEMA) underground bases, and 129 Deep Underground military bases in the U.S.A. Go Back



U.S. Underground Military Facilities



(click HERE for



map)



29 Palms, California Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknow Tunnels to: Chocolate Mts. Fort Irwin, California (possibly one more site due west a few miles) Notes: Some Alien autopsies performed at 29 Palms. Albuquerque, New Mexico (AFB) Functions: Unknown Levels: Multiple - 1 - ? Tunnels to: Carlsbad, New Mexico Los Alamos, New Mexico Possible connections to Datil, and other points. Notes: Alpine, Utah Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Area 51, Nevada see image Functions: Aircraft research & development, "Other Projects take place at ’Area 51’ in Nevada... • ’Dreamland’ (Data Repository Establishment and Maintenance Land); • Elmint (Electromagnetic Intelligence); • Cold Empire;



• Code EVA; • Program HIS (Hybrid Intelligence System): BW/CW; • IRIS (Infrared Intruder Systems); • BI-PASS; • REP-TILES, etc. • Security: Optical DNA - Oil of skin - Operating rooms on several floors Several Theaters - Complete hospital, fully staffed and has everything imaginable. - The reporting person had worked as a locksmith in Area 51 for 12 years. He did not see any creatures while on any of the levels, but admits that there were many closed areas that he was not allowed into and could have housed or had alien visitors. Reported on the Art Bell show (12-5-95 - @ 3:45 am ) Levels: 12 known: - Level 1 - Level 2 - Level 3 - Level 4 - Level 5 - Level 6 - Level 7 - Level 8 - Level 9 - Level 10 - Level 11 - Level 12: Doors have locks that are of the optical sensory area, in addition to other factors. Tunnels to: Ft. Irwin, California Page, Arizona Tonopah, Nevada Wiciup, Arizona S-4 Area in Area 51 Functions: Unknown, Levels: Unknown. Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Arizona (Mountains) Functions: Genetic work. Levels: Multiple Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Aliens (believed to be Sirens), Grays, U.S. Military, Light beings. Larger facility than at Paradox, Nevada. Benicia, California Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Blue Diamond, Nevada Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Brooks Range, Alaska Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Antartic Base? Notes: Calvert, Texas Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes Carlsbad, New Mexico Functions: Underground Nuclear Testing plus others.



Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Fort Stockton, Texas Notes: Catalina Island Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Edwards AFB, California, Port Hueneme Naval Weapons Division Notes: Cheyenne Mountain -Norad -Colorado Springs, Colorado Functions: Early Warning systems - Space tracking Levels: Multiple - 1 - ? Tunnels to: Colorado Springs + Notes: Chocolate Mountains, California Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Fort Irwin, California Notes: Colorado Springs, Colorado Functions: Early warning systems, military strategy, satellite operations Levels: Multiple - 1 - ? Tunnels to: Creede, Denver, Dulce Base, Kinsley Notes: Corona, New Mexico Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Creed, Colorado Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Colorado Springs, Colorado - Delta, Colorado - Dulce Base, New Mexico Notes: Datil, New Mexico Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Dulce Base Notes: Death Valley,California Functions: The entrance to the Death Valley Tunnel is in the Panamint Mountains down on the lower edge of the range near Wingate Pass, in the bottom of an old abandoned shaft. The bottom of the shaft is collapsed, opening an entrance into a large tunnel system containing much treasure. Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Local Indian legends speak of a tunnel that runs beneath the desert.



(Note: The book "Death Valley Men," tells the story of 3 people who are supposed to have found an underground city connected with this tunnel, and who actually took treasures from it.) The entrance to the Death Valley Tunnel is in the Panamint Mountains down on the lower edge of the range near Wingate Pass, in the bottom of an old abandoned shaft. The bottom of the shaft is collapsed, opening an entrance into a large tunnel system containing much treasure. These tunnels connect with the surface also through arches (like large windows) in the side of the mountain and they look down on Death Valley. They’re high above the valley now, but they were once on the edge of the water, and were accessed by boats. The "windows" in the Death Valley side of the Panamint Mountains are about 4,500 - 5,000 feet above the bottom of Death Valley, and are across from Furnace Creek Ranch. From these openings you can see the green of the ranch below you and Furnace Creek Wash across the valley. (So, with high-powered binoculars or a telescope, you should be able to see the openings from the Furnace Creek Ranch, or Wash.) You can drive down Emigrant Canyon towards Death Valley. You can then park beside the road between Furnace Creek Ranch and the Salt Bed. (From here, the windows should be visible through binoculars.) Indian legends of the Paiutes Indians speak of the people who used to live in the Panamint’s caverns. Deep Springs, California Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Death Valley, Mercury, NV, Salt Lake City Notes: Delta, Colorado Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Creede Salt Lake, Utah (R & D) AFB Notes: Dayton, Ohio (Wright-Patterson AFB) Functions: Levels: Tunnels to: Notes: Denver, Colorado Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Colorado Springs, Colorado (Cheyenne Mtn.) Riverton, Wyoming Notes: Denver International Airport Functions: Unknown Levels: Multiple - 1 - ? Tunnels to: Denver, Colorado Notes: Recently constructed, it is reported to serve as a cover for underground facilities there. It is supposedly an alien base which leads into the Rocky mountains. Constructed in 1995 wildly overbudget and amid charges of corruption, constant construction company changes, and mass firings of teams once they had built a section of their work, it is reported to serve as a cover for the vast underground facilities that were built there. There are also reports of electronic/magnetic vibrations which make some sick and cause headaches in others. There are acres of fenced-in areas which have barbed wire pointing into the area, as if to keep things in, not out.



Diego Garcia Island In the Indian Ocean Functions: Shipping point for supplies going to the Moon base. Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Draper, Utah Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes Dugway, Utah Functions: Chemical Storage, Radiation storage. Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Dulce Base, New Mexico Functions: Alien interface, Research of mind related functions. Levels: 1-7 Known • Level 1 - garage for STREET MAINTENANCE. • Level 2 - garage for TRAINS, SHUTTLES, TUNNEL BORING MACHINES, AND DISC MAINTENANCE. • Level 3 - everyone is weighed, in the nude, then given a jump suit uniform. The weight of the person is put on a computer I.D. card each day. change in over three pounds requires a physical exam and X-ray. • Level 4 - Human research in the Occult areas - Auras - mental telepathy hypnosis - astral traveling - etc. The technology is apparently here to allow them to know how to manipulate the Bioplasmic Body (of Man). In other works they can remove the ’soul’ of the human and turn it into a vessel to be used by another entity, in order to allow it to work and operate in the physical realm.. They can lower your heartbeat with Deep Sleep ’Delta Waves,’ induce a static shock, then reprogram, Via a Brain- Computer link. They can introduce data and programmed reactions into your Mind • Level 5 - Alien housing is on level 5. "...The room circular for the (electromagnetic) generator is nearly 200 feet diameter and covers the fifth and sixth levels (extreme west south wing). There (are) five entrances (plus an escape trap door on the sixth floor) on each floor. Each portal has double door. The security is severe. Armed guards patrol constantly, and in addition to weight sensitive areas there (are) hand print and eye print stations. Here, is the device that powers the transfer of atoms. • Level 6 - Level 6 is privately called ’Nightmare Hall’. It holds the genetic labs. Experiments done on fish, seals, birds, and mice that are vastly altered from their original, forms. There are multi- armed and multi-legged humans and several cages (and vats) of humanoid bat-like creatures up to 7-feet tall. Aliens have taught the humans a lot about genetics, things both useful and dangerous. • Level 7 - Humans in cages here, usually drugged or dazed, sometimes crying out for help. LEVEL #7 is the worst. Row after row of 1,000’s of humans & humanmixture remains in cold storage. Here too are embryos of humanoids in various stages of development. Also, many human children’s’ remains in storage vats. Who are (were) these people?" • Below Level 7 - Unknown other levels unexplored by humans. Aliens here. Exits into a vast underground cavern series, unexplored by humans, but suspected to be a huge alien culture area.



Tunnels to: Colorado Springs, Colorado Creed, Colorado Datil, N.M. Los Alamos. Page, Arizona Sandia Base Taos, N.M. Notes: The Dulce installation (upper levels) was originally constructed by the RAND corp. There are reported to be over 3000 cameras at various high-security locations. Deep sections of the Complex may CONNECT INTO (EXTENSIVE) NATURAL CAVERN SYSTEMS. An underground Military Base/Laboratory in Dulce, New Mexico connects with the underground network of tunnels which honeycombs our planet, and the lower levels of this base are allegedly under the control of Inner Earth beings or Aliens. This base is connected to Los Alamos research facilities via an underground "tube-shuttle." (It can be assumed that such a shuttle way would be a straight-line construction. It should then be possible, by using maps and some deduction, to determine the most likely location of this base, especially since the general location is already known.) Beginning in 1947, a road was built near the Dulce Base, under the cover of a lumber company. No lumber was ever hauled, and the road was later destroyed. Navajo Dam is the Dulce Base’s main source of power, though a second source is in El Vado (which is also another entrance). (Note: The above facts should also help to locate the base.) Most of the lakes near Dulce were made via government grants "for" the Indians. (Note: The September, 1983 issue of Omni (Pg. 80) has a color drawing of ’The Subterrene,’ the Los Alamos nuclear-powered tunnel machine that burrows through the rock, deep underground, by heating whatever stone it encounters into molten rock, which cools after the Subterrene has moved on. The result is a tunnel with a smooth, glazing lining.)" (Note: Where would the molten rock go? And what has been done with this concept since 1983?) Bechtel (BECK-tul) is a super secret international corporate octopus, founded in 1898. Some say the firm is really a ’Shadow Government’s working arm of the CIA. It is the largest Construction and Engineering outfit in the U.S.A and the World (and some say, beyond). The most important posts in U.S.A. Government are held by former Bechtel Officers. There are over 100 Secret Exits near and around Dulce. Many around Archuleta Mesa, others to the source around Dulce Lake and even as far east as Lindrich. Deep sections of the Complex connect into natural Cavern Systems. (Note: The elevators, lights, and doors at Dulce Base are all magnetically controlled.) The area around Dulce has had a high number of reported Animal Mutilations. The researchers at Dulce Base have also abducted several people from Dulce’s civilian population and implanted devices of various types in their heads and bodies. (Note: Livermore Berkeley Labs (where?) began producing blood for the Dulce Base in the mid 1980s, and Human and Animal abductions slowed considerably. It may be worthwhile to check-out Livermore Berkeley Labs.) DELTA group (from the National Recon Group) is responsible for security of all Alienconnected projects. The DELTA symbol is a Black Triangle on a Red Background. Dulce Base’s symbol is a Delta (triangle) with the Greek Letter "Tau" (t) within it, and then the entire symbol is inverted, so the triangle points down, and the "Tau" is also inverted. Christa Tilton (was abducted and taken to Dulce Base) She is the editor of "Crux" magazine, which deals with UFOs, abductions, etc. P.O. Box 906237 Tulsa, Oklahoma (zip ????) The Mt. Lassen Entrance in Tehama County, California is an entrance to a large underground city. Near the foot of Mt. Lassen is a town called Manten. A man named "Ralph B. Fields" lived (lives?) there, and found the entrance to the underground city. His friend "Joe" was with him. The cave entrance is in the side of the mountain, at a little over 7,000 feet above sea level, and is near a rock outcropping suitable for camping under. Edwards AFB, California



Functions: Aircraft Development - antigrav - plus unknown Levels: Multiple - 1 - ? Tunnels to: Catalina Island Fort Irwin, California Vandenberg AFB, California Notes: Delta Hanger - North Base, Edwards AFB, Ca. Haystack Butte - Edwards, AFB, Ca. Falcon AFS, Falcon, Colorado Functions: SDI, Satellite Control, Levels: Multiple - 1 - ? Tunnels to: Colorado Springs, possibly more. Notes: Fort Collins, Colorado Functions: Suspect high precision equipment manufacturing for space. Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Fort Hood, Texas Functions: Unknown Levels: Multi-level Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Fort Huachuchi, Arizona Functions: NSA Facility Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Unknown Fort Irwin, California Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: 29 Palms, California Area 51, Nevada Edwards AFB. California Mt. Shasta, California Notes: Fort Stockton, Texas Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Carlsbad, New Mexico Notes: Grand Junction, Colorado Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Serpent Base Grand Mesa, Colorado Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Granite Mountain, Utah



Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Gore Range Near Lake, west of Denver, Co. Functions: Library and Central Data Bank Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Groom Lake, Nevada Functions: Unknown Levels: Multiple - 1 - ? Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Helendale, California Functions: Special Aircraft Facility + Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Hutchinson, Kansas Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Kinsley, Nebraska Notes: Kinsley, Nebraska Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Colorado Springs, Colorado Hutchinson, Kansas Tulsa Notes: Known as the "midway city" because it’s located halfway between New York and San Francisco Kokoweef Peak, SW California Notes: Gold in huge cavern, blasted shut. Kansas City, Missouri Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Entrance near Worlds of Fun Lancaster, California Functions: New Aircraft design, possibly anti-grav. Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Lawrence-Livermore International Labs, California Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown



Notes: Llano, California See also Lancaster, California Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Los Alamos, New Mexico Functions: Psychotronic Research, Psychotronic Weapons, Levels: 1 2 3 4 5 6 More? Unknown Tunnels to: ALB AFB, New Mexico Dulce, New Mexico Connections to Datil, Taos Notes: Luke AFB, Nevada Functions: Levels: Tunnels to: Notes: Mercury, Nevada Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Montana State University, Bozeman, Mont. Functions: Genetics Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Morongo Valley, California Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Morganton, North Carolina Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Brown Mountain is in North Carolina near Morganton. Morganton is "about 15 miles north of an actual highway marker which has been posted by the state providing any visitor the best view" of Brown Mountain. Brown Mountain is an area in which many strange lights have been seen. There are entrances that lead inside the mountain to an isolated (?) Alien base. Mt. Hayes, Alaska Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: It appears to be a weather and geological center and has similar security measures to prevent discovery. He described ‘computer equipment’ and followed leads on an ‘oscilloscope’ which led to a small box like structure which contained rotational antenna that sat on top of a



mountain peak. The receiver seemed to be part of a detection system. Mount. Lassen, California Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Probably connects to the Mt. Shasta main tunnel. Notes: Two alien races living inside mountain. The Mt. Lassen Entrance, Mt. Lassen in Tehama County, California is an entrance to a large underground city. Near the foot of Mt. Lassen is a town called Manten. A man named "Ralph B. Fields" lived (lives?) there, and found the entrance to the underground city. His friend "Joe" was with him. The cave entrance is in the side of the mountain, at a little over 7,000 feet above sea level, and is near a rock outcropping suitable for camping under. Mount Poney - Near Culpepper, Virginia Functions: Levels: Tunnels to: Notes: Mount Nebo, Utah Functions: Levels: Tunnels to: Notes: Mount Rainer, California Functions: Unknown. Levels: Multi-level Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: A very active UFO base exists beneath Mt. Ranier. There are also said to be underground "vaults" containing records of the ancient Lemurians. (Note: F.L. Boschke wrote the book "The Unexplained" about the mysteries surrounding Mt. Ranier.) The ice cap of Mt. Ranier contains a maze of corridors and caves. In August of 1970, scientists climbed to the top of Mt. Ranier, and entered these caverns and tunnels. Evidence was found indicating that a small lake exists deep beneath the ice cap. It is possible that one could find a way to get beneath Mt. Ranier through these tunnels. Mount Mt. Shasta, California Functions: Levels: Tunnels to: Notes: There are tunnels beneath Mt. Shasta that lead to a UFO base there, as well as tunnels that connect with the vast world-wide tunnel network. The Lemurian city "Telos" is said to exist beneath Mt. Shasta. William Hamilton has done much research on Mt. Shasta and the tunnels. He has privately published a book entitled "Alien Magic" 249 North Brand Boulevard, Suite 651 Glendale, CA 91203 Mount St. Helens, Washington Functions: Levels: Tunnels to: Notes: thought to be electromagnetic/ultra and subsound research Mount Weather Functions: Political control center for backup government. Federal Relocation Center. Near



Bluemont Virginia. Levels: Multiple Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: At least 800 people capacity. Mount Weather is an underground city with roads, sidewalks, and a battery-powered subway and a spring-fed artificial lake. It’s eighty-five acres located forty-five miles west of Washington and 1,725 feet above sea level, near the town of Bluemont, Virginia. In the event of all- out war, an elite of civilian and military leaders are to be taken to Mount Weather’s cavernous underground shelter to become the nucleus of a postwar American society. The government has a secret list of those persons it plans to save. There are office buildings, cafeterias, and hospitals. Large dormitories are furnished with bunks or "hot cots" -hammocks intended to be occupied in three eight-hour shifts. There are private apartments as well. Mount Weather has its own waterworks, food storage, and power plant. A "bubbleshaped " in the East Tunnel houses one of the most powerful computers in the world. Government geologists selected the site because it has some of the most impregnable rock in the United States. The shelter was started in the Truman administration, and it took years to tunnel into the mountain. Mount Weather got more unsolicited publicity in 1975. Senator John Tunney (D-Calif.) charged that Mount Weather held dossiers on 100,000 or more Americans. A sophisticated computer system gives the installation access to detailed information on the lives of virtually every American citizen, Tunney claimed. Mount Weather personnel stonewalled question after question in two Senate hearings. "I don’t understand what they’re trying to hide out there, " Douglas Lea, staff director of the Senate Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights, said. "Mount Weather is just closed up to us" Tunney complained that Mount Weather was "out of control." Napa, California Functions: Direct Satellite Communications, Laser Communications. Continuation of Government site. Levels: Multi-level Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Located on Oakville Grade, Napa County, Ca. 87 Acres Needles, California Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: New York, New York Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: D.C. Notes: There is an entrance to the tunnels in New York City "in the vicinity of Midtown Manhattan that can be reached through an abandoned elevator shaft that only very few know about Norton AFB, California Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes:



Page, Arizona Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Area 51, Nevada Dulce base, New Mexico Notes: Palmdale, California Functions: New Aircraft Design, anti-grav Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Payson, Utah Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Quartzite Mountain, Nevada Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Raven Rock, Pa Functions: Underground Pentagon Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: 650’ below summit, 4 entrances. Redding Ranch, (in Colorado - Black ops) Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Riverton, Wyoming Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Salt Lake, Utah Denver, Colorado Notes: Roswell, New Mexico Functions: Levels: Tunnels to: Notes: Salem, Utah Functions: Levels: Tunnels to: Notes: Spanish Fork, Utah



Functions: Levels: Tunnels to: Notes: Salt Lake City Mormon Caverns Functions: Religions archives storage. Levels: Multiple - 1 - ? Tunnels to: Delta, Colorado Riverton, Wyoming Notes: Sandia Base Functions: Research in Electrical/magnetic Phenomena Levels: Multiple - 1 - ? Tunnels to: Unknown Dulce Base Notes: Related Projects are studied at Sandia Base by ’The Jason Group’ (of 55 Scientists). They have secretly harnessed the Dark Side of Technology and hidden the beneficial technology from the public. San Gabriel (mountains) On Western side of Mojave Desert Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Heavy vibrations coming from under the forest floor. Sounded like geared machinery. San Juan Valley, Colorado (a Buffalo Ranch) Function: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Sedona, Arizona Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Located under the Enchantment Resort in Boynton Canyon. (Mt.) Shasta, California see photo-report Functions: Genetic experiments, magnetic advance, space and beam weaponry. Levels: 5 Known Level - 1: Level - 2: Level - 3: Level - 4: Level - 5: Tunnels to: Ft. Irwin, California North (maybe to Klamath Falls or Crater Lake, or both. Notes: Secret Mountain, Arizona Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Sunspot, New Mexico Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes:



Superstition Mountains, Arizona Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Taos, New Mexico Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Dulce, New Mexico Cog, Colorado Notes: Several other sidelines to area where Uranium is mined or processed. Tehachapi Facility (Anthill), California Functions: Unknown Levels: 42 Tunnels to: Edwards, Llona and other local areas Notes: 25 miles NW of Lancaster California, in the Tehachapi mountains. Tehama County, California see Mt Lassen Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: The Mt. Lassen Entrance Mt. Lassen in Tehama County, California is an entrance to a large underground city. Near the foot of Mt. Lassen is a town called Manten. A man named "Ralph B. Fields" lived (lives?) there, and found the entrance to the underground city. His friend "Joe" was with him. The cave entrance is in the side of the mountain, at a little over 7,000 feet above sea level, and is near a rock outcropping suitable for camping under. Telluride, Colorado Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Tonopah, Nevada Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Twin Peaks, Utah Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Ukiah, California Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: View Tree Mountain Facility, New Mexico Function:



Levels: Tunnels to: Notes: Monzano facility with rail tunnels to Kirtland AFB and Sandia Labs. Vortex Near Boulder, Co. in the mountains Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: University of Denver, Co Functions: Genetics Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Warden Valley West of Fort Collins, Co Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Montana Notes: Wasatch Mountain Range, Utah Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Washington D.C. Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: New York City, Mt Weather Notes: White Sulphur Springs, W.Va. Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: 800 people capacity. Wickieup, Arizona Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Area 51, Nevada Notes: Wright-Patterson Base Functions: Air Force Repository Levels: Multilevel Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Wimer, Oregon Functions: Underground Chemical Storage Levels: At least one



Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: White Sands, N.M. Functions: Missile testing/design Levels: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 More? Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Yakima Indian Reservation Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Southeast of Tacoma Washington, on the Reservation, in an area 40 by 70 miles. Unusual sounds from underground (Toppenish Ridge). Low flying Silver Cigar shaped craft seen to disappear into the Middle fork area of Toppenish creek. Yucca (Mtns.), Arizona Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Go Back



Underground Military Facilities Outside the USA



Bentwaters, England



Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Meriwith Hill, England Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: NSA facility Rudloe Manor Wiltshire Just outside of Bath, Southern England Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Military Tunnels under - Generators heard, trains heard. Staffordshire, England Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Somewhere in Staffordshire, England, a lonely field exists in which a laborer discovered a large iron plate beneath the dirt. The "hatch" was large and oval, with an iron ring mounted on it. This entrance led into the tunnels. The field is in a valley surrounded on almost all sides by woods. The laborer was digging a trench for some purpose. The incident was reported in "A History of Staffordshire" by Dr. Plot, who wrote the book in the late 1700s. It may be possible to find the entrance if it can be ascertained exactly which valley the laborer was digging in. Suffolk, England Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Calgary, Alberta, Canada Functions: Bovine Genetics. Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Toronto, Canada Functions: Unknown. Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: There is a small opening to the underground tunnels off Parliament Street in downtown Toronto. (The entrance is between two apartment buildings, and leads to the tunnels via the sewers.) The underground city (abandoned?) beneath Toronto has its center beneath Gerrard Street and Church Street. Above this area, strange magnetic effects have been observed. (Note: This corner of Gerrard & Church streets has a higher accident rate than anywhere else in Toronto. It is believed that underground equipment utilizing powerful magnetic fields (which have caused many strange magnetic effects in houses near this intersection) are responsible for the bizarre equipment failures that often are the cause of these accidents.) The Indians near Toronto have legends of these tunnels.



NewFoundland, Canada Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: After one of the Iron Mines in Newfoundland Province had been dug deeper than any other, strange happenings caused the mine to be shut down. The mining town in which this mine is located is near the Newfoundland-Quebec Border. This mine, having been condemned, is off-limits, and the police DO enforce this. Sneaking in late at night seems to be the only way to gain entrance. The Liyobaa Cave Entrance Functions: Bovine Genetics. Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: This was sealed off by Catholic Priests who believed it to be an entrance to "Hell." "The village of ’Liyobaa’ or to translate, ’The Cavern of Death,’ was located in the province of Zapoteca, somewhere near the ancient village of ’Mictlan’ or the village of the ’Underworld. "The Cavern of Death was actually located in the last chamber of an eight chamber building or temple. This temple had four rooms above the ground and four more important chambers built below the surface of the Earth. This building was located in "Theozapotlan," and the tunnel entrance led one beneath a mountain. The Maltese Cave Entrance Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: This entrance is located on the island of Malta, near the small village of "Casal Paula." (This village is built on the "Corradino" plateau, and overlooks the capitol town of Malta, "Valletta," as well as Grand Harbour.) In 1902, workmen digging a well in Casal Paula fell into a subterranean cavern. The well was being dug for a house on "Hal Saflienti," the main street in Casal Paula. The cavern the workers had fallen into connected with an entire complex of caves and tunnels. This entrance is known as the "Hypogeum of Hal Saflienti." (In Latin, "Hypogeum" is the name for an underground structure.) The tunnels under the Hypogeum have been sealed off even since a school took 30 students into the caves and disappeared, guide and all. Search parties were never able to locate any trace of the people and children. Iran Functions: Military Levels: 1 2 3 Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Iraq Functions: Military Levels: Multi-leveled Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Pine Gap at Alice Springs, Australia Functions: Special Aircraft functions testing - UFO’s etc. Levels: Multiple - 1 - ? Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: High level security here. Shipping point to Particle beam weapons Moon base.



Ramenki, Russia Functions: Unknown Levels: Several Tunnels to: Moscow Notes: 500 acres in size. Could hold 120,000 people. Yamantan Mountain, Russia Belorelsk area, Southern Urals Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Huge complex - size of Washington area inside the beltway. Area Cape Farvel, Greenland Functions: Receive shipments from the Moon. Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: ET’s 20 and their commander - Aborigines 50 NORTH POLE Functions: A Regulator of Communication with other Bases Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: ANTARCTICA - Admiralty Mountains - Mt. Levick - On top of the Ice. Functions: Weather regulator after orders from a Space Ship. Human experiments to make bodies tough. Radio interference, and checking communications of Southern Hemisphere. Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Highly sophisticated Atomic Reactor. Unconventional Atomic weapons for attack on other planets. Earth is their Base for warfare against inhabited planets in this area of the Milky Way. ANTARCTICA - Sör Rondane Mountains. Functions: Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Tundra - Peninsula of Kola, SOVIET UNION Functions: Main Implant of Body & Mind Center (Implant programs.) Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: ET’s 50 - Homo Sapiens 50 - Hybrids as helpers 110 - Capacity for 100 "patients" Animals 550 To keep the planet in a state of terror. Island of Novoja Zemla Functions: Repairing of Ships Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes:ET’s 65 - Homo Sapiens 45 - Hybrids 80 - Ships stationed 16 Siberia - Area Chatanga where the rivers Kotuja and Cheta mee Functions: To Keep Russia in Turmoil. Levels: Unknown



Tunnels to: Unknown Notes:ET’s 66 - Homo Sapiens, trained to infiltrate 200 - Hybrids 65 - Ships 27 Egveknot, Russia Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: ET’s 416 - Homo Sapiens, mainly Asiatic 800 - Hybrids 200 - Ships 47, of which 15 are big Brooks Range - Area Schwatka Mountains Functions: Genetic Works Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: The Nahanni Valley (Canada) Entrance Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: This covers 250 square miles in the southern end of the Mackenzie Mountains of Canada. It lies almost 550 miles due west of Fort Simpson on the Mackenzie River of northwest Canada. Hot springs and sulfur geysers keep the valley warmer than the surrounding areas by about 30 degrees year -round (the valley is above 60 degrees latitude), making it perpetually mist-covered. This valley is inhabited only by animals as people entering the valley are usually found headless and quite dead. The Indian tribes of the area avoid this valley. (These tribes include the Ojibways, the Slave, the Dogribs, the Stoney, the Beavers and the Chipweyans.) This valley is often referred to as "the Valley of the Headless Men. Mount Greenough, CANADA Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Mt. Inyangani, Zimbabwe Functions: Unknown Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: ’Actually, it’s more of a maintenance and tech center,’ Price viewed. ‘This base looks like overhaul and maintenance unit. I see lots of spare equipment. Parts are being welded in a vacuum area with window area then parts are fused. A grayish white powder is pasted on both parts then fused.’ His attention was drawn to unit that several were working on. It is a tubular grid system ‘for ionizing a layer of air.’ Richardson Mountains - Area Mount Hare Functions: News Control System Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Jokulsaarglifur National Park, ICELAND Functions: Unknown. Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown



Notes: Mt. Perdido is in the Pyrnees Mountains, between France and Spain Functions: Unknown. Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: A famous set of caves in the Pyrenees have ancient drawings of ancient astronauts and flying spacecraft,’ Atwater explained. ‘And there have been a number of sightings here’ Mt. Perdido, aka Mt. Perdu, is 3,352 m, 11,007 ft. high and is the third highest mountain in the Pyrenees. It’s about a quarter inch west of Andorra. Price reported that the main base was protected around a 2-mile perimeter with detectors. Several craft were in the launch recovery area and had what looked like an electromagnetic field propulsion system. Finmark, NORWAY Functions: Atomic Energy research Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Nordland, on the border to Sweden Functions: Europe’s abduction Center Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Norbottens Län, SWEDEN Functions: Political Base Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Norbottens Län, SWEDEN Functions: Political Base Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Area Río Pico. Latitude about 44 ½ grades. North of Arroyo Apeleg. Functions: Management of Chile. Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Corcovado, Argentina Functions: Planetary Watch Post Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: West Side of the Province, Northern part. Area Lago Futalauquen, Argentina Functions: Machine Base-Repair place for Ships. Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes:



Northern part of the Province - Area Villa de Maria, Argentina Functions: Investigation of the Results of their experiments in the Andes Area Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes:0 ET’s as scientists - 75 Hybrids. 31 Homo Sapiens as scientists - 20 Ships, small and fast, to pick up and bring back people - Space for 160 prisoners. SAN JUAN - North West from the Province - Area Cerro las Tórtolas, Argentina IN THIS AREA THERE ARE TWO BASES! Functions: POLITICAL BASE. Their territory to survey is Argentina, Uruguay, Paraguay and Brazil. Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Cerro de las Tórtolas (South) Notes: An elite group of ET’s of about 10, all trained in Andromeda - ET’s as clerks 45 Hybrids, also of a higher capacity than average 70 - Homo Sapiens NONE! - Ships 7 - They work tightly with the other Base in the area. North of the Maipo Volcano, but less high than the volcano itself. There is water in the area from the river which is passing through the villages of Bustos and San Carlos. Functions: Food Supply Base for the Area Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Area Cerro Aconcagua on the Argentinean side. TWIN BASES Functions: Political Base Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Northern tip of the province, border to Jujuy Province. There is a lake nearby, Laguna de Guayatayoc, and a river that makes part of the border between Salta and Jujuy. Near the Tropic of Capricorn. Functions: Interest in mining areas Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Area of Cafayate town, about Latitude 26. There is a river in the area named Calchaqui or Pasaje - SALTA Functions: Genetic Base Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Area Sierra de Calalasta, North of the Province of Catamarca. About Latitude 26 degrees. Functions: Surveillance and Control of the Planet Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Mount Ziel, Australia Functions:



Levels: Tunnels to: Notes: ‘It is interesting that this unit appears to have the most personnel. There are personnel from the other three sites here, like a rest and recreation area.’ For a few moments, Price felt slightly disoriented and decided they had detected him so he led them to Melbourne. Price returned to the site and saw vehicles from the other bases, with each having different ID marks that correspond to each site’s different functions. ‘Mt. Ziel had personnel for all bases and is the homosapiens introduction point.’ he observed. Price also noted that the site should be approached with caution and that the area was under alert at that moment. Lake Ontario, Canada Functions: Bovine Genetics. Levels: Unknown Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Entrances at Lake Ontario possible underwater UFO bases/cities. Lake Ontario "Lights" Orange-colored spheres have been seen coming out of/diving into Lake Ontario. The area of highest activity is between Oakville and Toronto. There may be a connection to the Lakeview Hydro-electric plant, as many of these UFOs have been seen heading in that direction Go Back



Underground Military Facilities Off Planet

The Moon

Russian bases on the Near side of the Moon: 1. 55 54’ N, 51 00’ E ... East of the Sea of Cold. 2. 16 33’ N, 48 51’ E ... West of the Sea of Crises. 3. 31 53’ S, 73 09’ E ... Southwest of the Sea of Fertilio. 4. 72 26’ S, 67 30’ W ...Near the South Pole on the SW side. 5. 50 53’ S, 57 49’ W ...Near Phocylides Crater in the SW quadrant 6. 09 26’ S, 66 52’ W ...Southwest of the Ocean of Storms 7. 01 23’ S, 12 27’ W ...Northeast of the Apollo 14 landing site. Russian bases on the Far side of the Moon: 1. 36 00’ S, 147 00’ E ...Jules Verne Crater. Contains large underground lakes, plants, alien machinery, food storage, spacecraft hangers. Approximate 37,000 humans. Base is approximately the size of New York State. 2. 13 36’ S, 108 26’ E ...Southwest of Pasture Crater. 3. 51 03’ N, 095 00’ E ...Southwest of Compton crater. Functions: Living spaces, mining, strategic bases, particle beam research. Levels: Multiple Tunnels to: Unknown Notes:



Mars

Tartarus Montest

Entrance to US base Archimedes - Entrance to US base North/South Poles - Entrances to US base. Functions: Particle Beam Weapons base Functions: Living facilities for German/Japanese base Levels: Multiple Tunnels to: Unknown



Notes: Go Back



Other USA suspected underground facilities

Klamath Falls, Oregon Crater Lake, Oregon Function: Levels: Tunnels to: Notes: Cave Junction. American City, Nevada (The Flats) Function: (Suspected Underground UFO Base) Levels: At least seven underground levels suspected possibly more. Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: near Reno. Cave Junction general area Function: (Suspected Underground UFO Base) Levels: At least one underground level suspected. Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Suspected location is in or near Hope Mountain. Near Applegate Lake, Oregon, just over into California. Functions: Unknown Levels: Multiple shafts, access areas. To over 1500 feet depth. Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Abandoned mine with over 36 known miles of tunnels, shafts. Go Back
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An Area 51 in Russia? Some people think so and their suspicions are shared by the US Congress. Testimony was taken on Congressional suspicions of Russian complex in Yamantau Mountain, circa 1997, and can be checked with the Congressional Record for that session



What's Going On in The Yamantau Mountain Complex?

from MondoVista Website



A Huge Anthill?

Starting in the Brezhnev period, Russia has been pursuing construction of a massive underground facility at Yamantau Mountain and the city of Mezhgorye (formerly the settlements of Beloretsk-15 and Beloretsk-16). Russia's 1997 federal budget lists the project as a closed territory containing installations of the Ministry of Defense. On April 16, 1996, the New York Times reported on a mysterious military base being constructed in Russia: "In a secret project reminiscent of the chilliest days of the Cold War, Russia is building a mammoth underground military complex in the Ural Mountains, Western officials and Russian witnesses say. "Hidden inside Yamantau mountain in the Beloretsk area of the southern Urals, the project involved the creation of a huge complex, served by a railroad, a highway, and thousands of workers." The complex, being built inside Yamantau mountain by tens of thousands of workers, covers an area the size of the Washington area inside the Beltway. There are reportedly provisions for living inside the man-made caves. There is an underground warehouse for food and clothing, a shelter for the Russian national leadership in case of nuclear war, and rumors that the Yamantau Mountain project was associated with the so-called 'Dead Hand' nuclear retaliatory command and control system for strategic missiles. Some U.S. analysts believe the secret underground complex beneath Yamantau Mountain betrays a lingering belief among top Russian leaders that they must continue to prepare to fight and win a nuclear war. Russians say they still fear the U.S.



Priors on the Record

It is now known that the Soviet Union used secret underground bases in Eastern Europe to conceal nuclear missiles at the end of the Cold War, as an integral part of its nuclear warfighting strategy. In all, some 73 SS-23 missiles, packing a nuclear punch 365 times the bomb that detonated over Hiroshima, were hidden by the Soviets in violation of the INF Treaty, which went into force in June 1988. If war had broken out those missiles would have given the Soviets an overwhelming strategic advantage against the United States, allowing them to decimate NATO forces in Europe in a



surprise attack. The last of these missiles will be destroyed by the government of Slovakia, under a grant from the United States. Today, Russia may be conducting nuclear deception on a far vaster scale beneath Yamantau Mountain, where it has dug out a gigantic underground military complex designed to withstand a sustained nuclear assault. A U.S. intelligence source was quoted as saying that the Yamantau complex is but one of some 200 secret deep underground nuclear war-fighting sites in Russia, many of which have been significantly upgraded over the past six years at a cost of billions of dollars. This declassified Defense Intelligence Agency map [right] shows the relative location of the underground Yamantau Mountain complex. Since the end of the Cold War in 1991, U.S. intelligence sources believe the Russian government has pumped more than $6 billion into Yamantau alone, to construct a sprawling underground complex that spans some 400 square miles. In 1998, in a rare public comment, then-Commander of the U.S. Strategic Command (STRATCOM) Gen. Eugene Habinger, called Yamantau "a very large complex -- we estimate that it has millions of square feet available for underground facilities. We don't have a clue as to what they're doing there." It is believed to be large enough to house 60,000 persons, with a special air filtration system designed to withstand a nuclear, chemical or biological attack. Enough food and water is believed to be stored at the site to sustain the entire underground population for months on end. "The only potential use for this site is post-nuclear war..."

--- Rep. Roscoe Bartlett



Bartlett is one of the handful of members of Congress who have closely followed the Yamantau project. The Yamantau Mountain complex is located close to one of Russia's remaining nuclear weapons labs, Chelyabinsk-70, giving rise to speculation it could house either a nuclear warhead storage site, a missile base, a secret nuclear weapons production center, a directed energy laboratory or a buried command post. Whatever it is, Yamantau was designed to survive a nuclear war. In response to repeated U.S. inquiries, the Russian government has provided no fewer than 12 separate and contradictory explanations for the site, none of them believed to be credible. A 1997 Congressional Research Service report said that the vast sums invested to build the Yamantau Mountain complex "provide evidence of excessive military modernization in Russia." Russia is pouring money into this and other underground nuclear sites at the same time U.S. taxpayers have provided billions of dollars in aid to Russia to help dismantle nuclear warheads taken off line as a result of START I and START II. "Yamantau Mountain is the largest nuclear-secure project in the world... They have very large train tracks running in and out of it, with enormous rooms carved inside the mountain. It has been built to resist a half dozen direct nuclear hits, one after the other in a direct hole. It's very disquieting that the Russians are doing this when they don't have $200 million to build the service module on the international space station and can't pay housing for their own



military people,"

---Rep. Bartlett.



The Russians have constructed two entire cities over the site, known as Beloretsk 15 & 16, which are closed to the public, each with 30,000 workers. No foreigner has ever set foot near the site. A U.S. military attaché stationed in Moscow was turned back when he attempted to visit the region a few years ago. Neither the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) nor the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) will comment on what the Russians are doing at Yamantau Mountain. "There's not a lot we could say without venturing into the classified realm," CIA spokesman Mike Mansfield said. "It's hard to discuss it with any specificity." This U.S. satellite photograph of the Yamantau Mountain [below] region was taken on Oct. 16, 1997. Clearly recognizable signs of excavation can be seen at the areas marked Yamantau Mountain and Mezhgorye. Two above-ground support cities, each housing 30,000 workers, are located at Beloretsk and Tirlyanskiy.



The very little that is known publicly about the site comes from Soviet-era intelligence officers, who defected to Great Britain and the United States. In public testimony before a House Armed Services Subcommittee last October, KGB defector Col. Oleg Gordievsky said the KGB had maintained a separate, top-secret organization, known as Directorate 15, to build and maintain a network of underground command bunkers for the Soviet leadership -- including the vast site beneath Yamantau Mountain. "And what is interesting was that President Yeltsin and Russia's new democratic leaders are using those facilities, and the same service is still running the same facility, like it was 10, 15 years ago."

--- Col. Oleg Gordievsky



Yamantau Mountain is so secret that only a handful of Russian government officials knows about it, says Rep. Curt Weldon, R-Pa., who speaks Russian and travels frequently to Russia, chairing a congressional working group that discusses strategic issues with counterparts from the Russian Duma. "I ask the Russians about it every time I meet with them... We've never had a straight answer."



Weldon got interested in Yamantau Mountain in 1995 when he saw a public report suggesting it was a vast mining project. "I went to Moscow and spoke with the deputy interior minister who was in charge of mining," Weldon says. "I asked him if there was any mining activity there. He just shook his head and said he had never heard of it. So I mentioned the other name the Russians use for it: Mezhgorye. He said he hadn't heard of that either. Then he sent an aide out to check. Twenty minutes later, the aide came back, visibly shaken. He said they couldn't say anything about it." Weldon also met with Andrei Kokoshkin, a former deputy defense minister, in charge of President Yeltsin's National Security Council. "Kokoshkin called it a public works project, and said there was nothing to worry about, since the Defense Ministry had no involvement in it. So I brought out a copy of the Defense Ministry's budget -- it's only a few pages long -- and showed him the line item for Mezhgorye. He smiled and said it must be for bridges, roads and schools. When I then asked if I could see it, he said that could only be arranged through Yeltsin. The site was controlled directly by the president." Weldon then tried sending a 3-page letter to Yeltsin in Russian. "I told him all the things I was trying to do to foster better U.S.-Russia understanding, but said that I couldn't help if they couldn't clear up something as important as this. He never replied."



Where's the Money Coming From?

The cause for concern is that the US is currently sending hundreds of millions of dollars to Russia, supposedly to help that country dismantle old nuclear weapons. Meanwhile, the Russian parliament has been complaining that it cannot pay $250 million in back wages owed to its workers at the same time that it is spending money to comply with new strategic arms reduction treaties. Aviation Week and Space Technology reported that, "It seems the nearly $30 billion a year spent on intelligence hasn't answered the question of what the Russians are up to at Yamantau Mountain in the Urals. The huge underground complex being built there has been the object of U.S. interest since 1992. 'We don't know exactly what it is,' says Ashton Carter, the Pentagon's international security mogul. The facility is not operational, and the Russians have offered 'nonspecific reassurances' that it poses no threat to the U.S." The following is an excerpt from an interview between Chris Ruddy and Col. Stanislav Lunev, a Russian military intelligence officer who defected in 1992. Col. Stanislav Lunev is the highest-ranking military intelligence officer ever to have defected from Russia. You ask about Yamantau Mountain. Well, this is a huge underground city, which could be used in time when many Russian cities are destroyed, but the military and political elite will survive and live until our planet will try to restore itself. U.S. law states that the Administration must certify to Congress that any money sent to Russia is used to disarm its nuclear weapons. However, is that the case? If the Russian parliament is complaining of a shortage of funds for nuclear disarmament, then how can Russia afford to build the Yamantau complex? Could American funds be subsidizing a Russian weapons factory? A "doomsday" shelter? Or possibly something even more sinister? We'd like to hear YOUR opinion. Write to [email protected].



The Ural Mountains, which are also called the Stone Belt, extend for 2500 km from the hot Kazakh steppes to the frozen coast of the Arctic Ocean. Geographers divide the Urals into five regions: South, Middle, North, Subarctic and Arctic Urals. The widest part of the Urals is called the South Urals, and comprises dozens of parallel ridges, bounded in the north and in the south by the valleys of Ufalei River and Ural River respectively. Steppe and forest-steppe landscapes are typical of the foothills in this part of the Urals. Higher in the mountains, the hillsides are covered with mixed forests and the highest peaks, like islands, emerge among the green ocean of forest. The highest mountains of the South Urals - Yamantau (1640 m) and Bolshoi Ieremele (1582 m) - are located in the western row of ridges.



Yamantau - Beloretsk-15 - Beloretsk-16 - Alkino-2 ?

from GlobalSecurity Website



• Beloretsk PPL 53°58'00"N 58°24'00"E • Yamantau Gora MT 54°15'19"N 58°06'11"E • Al'kino PPL 55°05'00"N - 58°04'00"E Starting in the Brezhnev period, Russia has been pursuing construction of a massive underground facility at Yamantau Mountain and the city of Mezhgorye (formerly the settlements of Beloretsk15 and Beloretsk-16). The complex, reportedly being built by tens of thousands of workers, is said to cover an area The reinforced underground bunkers take up 400 square miles, the size of the Washington area inside the Beltway. The exact location of this large facility is uncertain, and given its reported size it may span as much as an entire degree of latitude and longitude. It is apparently located near the the Zlatoust-36/Yuryuzan nuclear weapons production plant and the Yuryuzan national-level nuclear weapons storage facility. • The Yaman-Tau Gory [mountains] range is centered at 52°25'N - 56°45'E, while the peak of Yamantau Gora [mountain] is at 54°15'19"N - 58°06'11"E. • The town of Beloretsk is located at 53°58'N - 58°24'E, though NIMA does not include a listing for Mezhgorye. • This facility may be synonymous with "Alkino-2" since the town of Al'kino is nearby at 55°05'N - 58°04'E. On April 16, 1996, the New York Times reported on a mysterious military base being constructed in Russia: "In a secret project reminiscent of the chilliest days of the Cold War, Russia is building a mammoth underground military complex in the Ural Mountains, Western officials and Russian witnesses say. Hidden inside Yamantau mountain in the Beloretsk area of the southern Urals, the project involved the creation of a huge complex, served by a railroad, a highway, and thousands of workers." The New York Times quoted Russian officials describing the underground compound variously as a mining site, a repository for Russian treasures, a food storage area, and a bunker for Russia's leaders in case of nuclear war. "The (Russian) Defense Ministry declined to say whether Parliament has been informed about the details of the project, like its purpose and cost, saying only that it receives necessary military information," according to the New York Times.



Satellite photographs of Yamantau Mountain show continued digging at the "deep underground complex" and new construction at each of the site's above-ground support areas. Judging from satellite photos and other intelligence, US officials are fairly confident that the Russians are building an underground command bunker and communications installation. But, "... the Russians are not very interested in having us go in there," a senior American official said in Washington. "It is being built on a huge scale and involves a major investment of resources. The investments are being made at a time when the Russians are complaining they do not have the resources to do things pertaining to arms control." Aviation Week and Space Technology reported that, "The huge underground complex being built there has been the object of U.S. interest since 1992. 'We don't know exactly what it is,' says Ashton Carter, the Pentagon's international security mogul. The facility is not operational, and the Russians have offered 'nonspecific reassurances' that it poses no threat to the U.S." Russia's 1997 federal budget lists the project as a closed territory containing installations of the Ministry of Defense. Leonid Akimovich Tsirkunov, commandant of Beloretsk-15 and Beloretsk-16, stated in 1991 and 1992 that the purpose of the construction there was to build a mining and ore-processing



complex, but later claimed that it was an underground warehouse for food and clothing. And then Commander-in-Chief of the Strategic Rocket Forces General Igor Sergeyev denied that the facility was associated with nuclear forces. M.Z. Shakiorov, a former communist official in the region, alleged in 1992 that the Yamantau Mountain facility was to become a shelter for the Russian national leadership in case of nuclear war. Sources of the Segodnya newspaper in 1996 claimed that the Yamantau Mountain project was associated with the so-called 'Dead Hand' nuclear retaliatory command and control system for strategic missiles. Beloretsk is a center of Beloretsk region of Bashkortostan. It is situated on the cross of Belaya River and Magnitogorsk-Beloretsk-Karloman rail-road. It is 264 km. far from Ufa and 105 km. far from Magnitogorsk. The population was 73600 of people in 1995 ( 19900 in 1926, 59300 in 1959, 72400 in 1989). One of the oldest mining and metallurgical centers of South Ural appeared because of construction of the metallurgical works. Before The First World War narrow-gauge Zaprudovka-Beloretsk line was built. In 1923 the village Beloretskiy Zavod grew into town, in 1926 it was connected with Tukan and in 1927 with Inzer by narrowgauge line. Wood and ore was transported from these towns to the plant. Including the plant to the field of activity of Uralo-Kuzneckiy group of enterprise was the reason of its reconstruction and its transferring to a coking coal. Town development became quicker after constructing the railroad to Ufa (1997). The main city industry is the metallurgical works. Other plants in Beloretsk produce tools for building, springs for tractors, nails, etc. There are also woodworking industry, meat and dairy factories, plants producing bricks and ferro-concret items. The Republic of Bashkortostan is located in the Southern part of the Urals along the line of Europe and Asia. Its area is 143,600 sq. m. As of January 1, 1995 the population of Bashkortostan was 4.097 million people. The capital is Ufa is with a population of 1.1 million residents. The republic has 54 administrative areas ("rayons") and 21 cities. Other large cities include Sterlitamak (256,000 inhabitants), Salavat (155,000), Nefetekamsk (123,000), Oktyabrsky (108,000). Representatives of 70 nations and ethnicities live in the Republic of Bashkortostan, including Russians (39.3 percent), Tatars (28.4 percent) and Bashkirs (21.9 percent). The urban population constitutes 65 percent of the total.



SOURCES and METHODS

• SENSE OF CONGRESS ON NEED FOR RUSSIAN OPENNESS ON THE YAMANTAU MOUNTAIN PROJECT (House of Representatives - June 19, 1997) • Moscow builds bunkers against nuclear attack By Bill Gertz THE WASHINGTON TIMES 01 April 1997 pg 1 • General Denies Nuclear Construction in Urals , INTERFAX, 4/18/1996 -- The commander of Russia's missile forces has denied allegations that an underground anti-nuclear bunker is under construction outside the city of Beloretsk in Bashkortostan near the Yamantau Mountain. • What Is That There Under the Mountain? , A. Urtsev and V. Yeldashev, BELORETSKIY RABOCHIY, 3/24/1996 -- Interview with Bashkortostan People's Deputy Leonid Akimovich Tsirkunov outlining the purpose of the facilities that are being built in the cities of Beloretsk-15 and Beloretsk-16. • Inzer Isn't All That Bad, L. Tsirkunov, BELORETSKIY RABOCHIY, 9/2/1993 -Further on Pollution at Beloretsk-15 • Returning to What Was Printed: Don't Drink Water From the Inzer!, G. Sitdikova, BELORETSKIY RABOCHIY, 8/7/1993 -- Biological Clean-Up Work At Beloretsk-15 • Natural Landmarks of Beloretsk Rayon, A. Dmitriyev, BELORETSKIY RABOCHIY, 7/22/1993 -- Geographical features of a polluted region. • One of the Secrets of Yaman- Tau, A. Vorobyev, BELORETSKIY RABOCHIY, 7/13/1991 -- Essay on a 1975 reconnaissance plane crash in the Bashkortostan region in Russia. • Contradiction of Yamantau's Status as Preserve and Facility Questioned , 7/2/1991 -- Expresses support for protecting the polluted Bashkortostan region. • U.S. Officials Puzzled By Big Hole Russians Are Digging By Terry Atlas, Chicago Tribune April 17, 1996 • Mount Weather's Russian Twin By Patricia Neill Matrix Editor • MT. YAMANTAU -- FROM THE FOLKS WHO BROUGHT YOU THE COLD WAR DECISION BRIEF No. 96-D 37 - 16 April 1996 • WHY IS RUSSIA PREPARING FOR WAR? • Nuclear Conflict in the Urals? • Moscow Builds Bunkers against Nuclear Attack, The Washington Times, 1/Apr/97 Return to Underground Anomalous Constructions Return to Temas / Sociopolitica
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James Casbolt is a former MI6 agent who worked in 'Black ops' drug trafficking operations in London between 1995 and 1999. He comes from a line of intelligence people. His grandfather was naval intelligence, his father was MI6 who was also involved in 'Black ops' and his uncle was an MI5 officer in Logistics. From Cornwall England, James wishes to make amends for his part in these operations and blow the whistle on the crimes against Humanity that the intelligence agencies are involved in. MI6 and the CIA have cornered the global drugs trade (which is worth at least £500 billion a year, this is more than the global oil trade) and are now bringing the majority of illegal street drugs into America and Britain.



They are using this drug money to fund projects classified 'Above top secret' which include the building and maintaining of deep underground military bases (DUMBS). There are now over 4000 of these bases worldwide and the average depth of these bases is four and a quarter miles. Some are shallower and some are deeper. The bases are on average the size of a medium sized city and yes, he says there are aliens in them. James is connected to ex intelligence people who have worked in these underground bases and on other ET related projects. There are vast numbers of children and adults disappearing around the world and ending up in these underground bases. As a former MI6 Agent that has seen aliens first hand and has inside information that will shock even the most disbelieving person. Every person alive on the planet today needs to be aware of this information for their futures. I mentioned at the bottom of this article that all 33rd degree and above Masons have gone through certain genetic procedures and are not in control of their own actions. However I would like to make the statement now after being helped by good men in the intelligence community who are high level Masons, that all Masons are not pushing forward negative New World Agenda's. As I am given more intelligence by insiders I realize that everything is not as black and white as I originally thought with much infighting occurring. I apologize for this as I am still young and learning myself. However the genetic procedures mentioned in this article are very real and certain Masonic factions embrace these things as an honor. To my friends in London. I cannot make it this Friday but I will be there next month James Casbolt

St Ives, Cornwall 13/9/07



The last time I reported on the New World Order dictatorship and current ET events I mentioned that the Draco reptilians installed in various underground military facilities around the world keep themselves away from the main human areas in these bases. They only work closely with 33rd and above 'Illuminated' Masons. I also talked about the fact that most if not all, Masonic members of the 33rd degrees and above have been replaced by Android/hybrids known by the higher levels of the global intelligence apparatus as 'Ontocyborgenergetic' life forms. These 'Draco-borgs' are patched into a collective computer like matrix, have no free will and are controlled by the Draco. When I use the word android I am not talking about a robot with wires instead of veins. I mean a cloned genetically engineered being. Without going into too much detail and getting into complicated bio-genetics, the original human has their bio-plasmic body or 'information cloud' removed and put into a cloned body loaded with microchip implants and other genetic enhancements and forms of mind control. A walk-in 'Ontocyborg-parasite' is also blended into the bio-plasmic body. These are multidimensional alien beings that are an artificial intelligence life form. These onto-parasites run from a microchip in the android and are connected to the lower two chakra points in the spine. They get their energy from the sexual kundalini energy in the spine and use that as a battery.



There are different types of walk-ins both good and bad. A positive walk-in may be when a human has enough of earthy life and is close to suicide. There higher self may ask to leave and a benevolent ET may agree to do a 'soul exchange' and come into the human body. The higher consciousness rules are that only one information cloud or soul should inhabit a physical body at a time (as example, see 'The life and Work of T. Lobsang Rampa'). Onto-parasite walk-ins go against this as two information clouds are connected to 1 body and they both fight each other for control until one gives up. An artificial walk-in overshadows the clone and is usually a tall grey or Draco etheric/multi-dimensional bio-robot. This is similar to the ultimate spy handler and a perfect spy is one who not aware they are a spy. Gifted psychics can see them as dark shadows standing behind people that seem to follow them around and are blended into the bio-plasmic body. The bio-plasmic body is an information cloud that is basically our essence and can now be photographed on a digital camera. The NSA has the technology to remove the aura but this is one of the Zetan Grey geneticist specialized areas. The Grey doctors surround the victim who is paralyzed on a table. They telepathically probe the mind and find out what the person's deepest fear is and then they project images of that fear greatly intensified into the person's mind. I have had personal experience with this through my life. They also use electricity and radiation to increase pain and fear levels. The goal is to take the person to breaking point and once this happens the bio-plasmic body can be removed and put in the clone body. The original body is then destroyed to break any connections between that and the new body and also to try and sever the connection between consciousness levels at the freedom levels of 4th and 5th dimensional time/space. The Greys gave this technology to the Nazi's in the second world war so the Nazi's could create their 'Ubermen' (supermen) genetically enhanced soldiers and spies in the super race projects. After British intelligence and the OSS brought the leading Nazi scientist to America and Britain after the war, the android geneticist Dr Joseph Mengela (The angel of death from Auschwitz) worked at the Tavistock Institute in London as well as other places. This institute specializes in the art of torture and studies into the breaking point of humans. It is a MIEC (Military Industrial Extraterrestrial complex) facility and connected to Project Mannequin at the AL/499 NSA underground facility at Peasmore, Berkshire. This is not a new phenomenon as high level Masonic fraternities which go back to ancient Babylon and Atlantis have been working with these ET's for a long time. Regardless of whether we are talking about the Illuminated degrees of, • the Scottish Rite • The York Rite • The Nigerian Rite • the 33rd degree of Zion etc, ...they are all controlled by the Draco in alliance with the Anunnaki. The Anunnaki are the tall albino Nordic humanoid ET's who may be from the Sirius sector. There also are highly compassionate Anunnaki helping Humanity as well... I will resent the testimony in my book of NSA people who have met these being face to face in such places as Area 51 and Arizona.



These beings are codenames 'SAMS' by the NSA. Once again the ones I have information about appear to be cybernated life-forms as when they talk they have a metallic reverb voice and are also connected to a collective computer matrix. Many of the major military/NSA underground facilities are built on top of ancient already existing ET bases.



This is a photo of an Albino Anunnaki Nordic. I do not know whether this is real or not, however these beings are definitely real, as at least 4 men I know (and who I trust, one of which may have been murdered) in the global intelligence community have seen these beings in various underground NSA facilities in the past. They told me this is exactly what they look like. There testimonies will be presented in my book. Return to Project Mannequin and James Casbolt



by James Casbolt

St Ives, Cornwall 9th October 2007 from JamesCasbolt Website



The interview above gives details regarding the New World Order program to take control of the UK before 2012. This program is called Project Mannequin which I was directly involved in and is being run by the NSA from various underground facilities cantered around London and Berkshire such as the AL/499 base 200ft below the town of Peasemore in Berkshire, the CLC-1 base under Westminster in London and connected to the a large base under Parliament, the MONSOON-1 facility under RAF Lakenheath 90 miles north of London and the underground facility below the Porton Down bio-warfare facility in Wiltshire as well as other facilities around the UK. The details about Project Mannequin and connected sub-projects are on the interview but I have just been given new intelligence regarding this agenda from a very reliable source who I trust completely. The information is very disturbing and I make no apologies and pull no punches as you need to know this for your future. The huge child trafficking and Satanic ritual murder networks in the UK is heavily connected to Project Mannequin and very evil factions in the intelligence community centered around the NSA, CIA and British Intelligence. We know have over 25,000 children disappearing without a trace in the UK every year and are never seen or heard of again. This are classified figures and the intelligence community controlled mainstream media suppresses these facts by not giving a voice to the parents of these children and focusing massively on cases of one or two missing children a year, thereby taking the focus off the larger picture. Just last year I was in Truro college and there posters up off missing youngsters on the walls. These individuals had not even been mentioned on any news channels in the UK. My contact has revealed to me that children who are now being kidnapped and taken to underground facilities such as the AL/499, are being murdered in horrific ways and their brainwaves are being recorded into computers at the time of death via a digital links through high-tech cranial implants installed into the children's brains. As brain-waves and radio-waves are basically the same thing, this horrific energy recorded by super-computers is then being broadcast and sent out through televisions, radios, mobile phones and masts across the country and is affecting the whole population through increased levels of crime, sexual and child abuse, drug and alcohol abuse and a general lowering of people's morals as very human has kind of telepathic receiver which is the pineal gland in the brain. I personally witnessed children being murdered during my time in the AL/499 facility and in recent times children's throats are being cut and the digital broadcast sent out from the recorded brainwaves at the time of death which is stopping people in this country talking to each and sharing on a intimate level. Children's hands are being cut off at some of these underground facilities and the frequencies being sent out are stopping people performing day to day tasks as effectively and maintaining discipline in their lives. You may what to recoil from this and deny it



is happening but this is a fact and it is time to wake up. Barry King who is a close friend and was a Wackenhut security officer in 1979 at the AL/499 NASH Berkshire base in 1979 told me that the NSA plan to have every person in the UK microchipped with cranial implants during military abductions before 2009. Satanic factions in the NSA are working overtime with military in this country with military abductions every night using the black triangle 'Firefly' aircrafts which have been seen tested at Area 51 in the US and are discussed in detail in the interview. I have just found out today that the analogue signals in televisions is being switched off in 2009 and televisions will only work with a digital connection. OFF COURSE IT IS!! The NSA want everyone to be in 'tune' with their digital pulses and connected up to the their super computers like 'The Beast' computer located at Pine Gap in Australia through their cranial implants by 2009. Last year around 1 in 25 people were implanted through various means discussed in the interview. Now the figure is somewhere between 1 in 17 and increasing. The murder frequencies are being recorded behind popular music, film and televisions in a ELF tone that sounds like a buzzing to psychics. When decoded this is actually a screaming sound! Recorded brainwaves can even be stored on a small box like device in a super concentrated form and worn on the belts or held by secret service assassins. The box can be aimed at a person and a radio wave fired out that people can not see. This energy is totally alien to most peoples nervous systems and the target will go into shock as the nervous system shuts down and usually die. These groups are using these desperate tactics to block the huge frequencies of of love and enlightenment that increases by the day as our planet moves closer to the galactic centre as we approach 2012. We live in dangerous and exciting times and need to come together in groups in compassion and communication through such events as the Probe International conference in Blackpool to brake up these frequencies. In the crop circle below that appeared in the UK a few years, the following message was encoded in the circle in digital binary code. "Beware the bearers of FALSE gifts and their BROKEN PROMISES. Much PAIN but still time. There is GOOD out there. We OPpose DECEPTION. Conduit CLOSING ( BELL SOUND )"



The dark factions in the secret societies are trying to close the conduit to this higher frequency love energy through their digital signals. Are you going to let them by believing the lies we are spoon fed by the mainstream or are you going to wake up through the many alternative quality medias such as those on the internet and organizations such as Probe International? John Kuhles interviewed...
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Return to Project Mannequin and James Casbolt Return to The NSA - The Super Secret National Security Agency
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James Casbolt is a former MI6 agent who worked in 'Black ops' drug trafficking operations in London between 1995 and 1999. He comes from a line of intelligence people. His grandfather was naval intelligence, his father was MI6 who was also involved in 'Black ops' and his uncle was an MI5 officer in Logistics. From Cornwall England, James wishes to make amends for his part in these operations and blow the whistle on the crimes against Humanity that the intelligence agencies are involved in. MI6 and the CIA have cornered the global drugs trade (which is worth at least £500 billion a year, this is more than the global oil trade) and are now bringing the majority of illegal street drugs into America and Britain. They are using this drug money to fund projects classified 'Above top secret' which include the building and maintaining of deep underground military bases (DUMBS). There are now over 4000 of these bases worldwide and the average depth of these bases is four and a quarter miles. Some are shallower and some are deeper. The bases are on average the size of a medium sized city and yes, he says there are aliens in them. James is connected to ex intelligence people who have worked in these underground bases and on other ET related projects. There are vast numbers of children and adults disappearing around the world and ending up in these underground bases. As a former MI6 Agent that has seen aliens first hand and has inside information that will shock even the most disbelieving person. Every person alive on the planet today needs to be aware of this information for their futures.



What Exactly Was Your Function at MI6 and How Did You Get Involved?

My function at MI-6 was as a drug runner. I worked on covert drug trafficking operations in London and Brighton between 1995 and 1999. I worked with my father Peter Casbolt on national drug runs. My father was also an MI-6 agent. He was involved in much higher level international drug trafficking. He worked with the CIA and mafia in Rome in 1992 bringing cocaine and heroin into this country [Britain]. He also owned a trucking company in Malaga, Spain in the mid 90’s, which was a front for an MI6 cannabis trafficking operation. Speedboats would come from Morocco to the Costa del sol loaded with cannabis and then be put into the lorries. The lorries would sometimes be loaded with fruit and the drugs would be hidden underneath the fruit. As well as getting paid by MI-6, my father would be allowed to keep a small amount of the larger international drug shipments. My father and I sold the drugs that ’fell off the back of the lorry’ in this country. To give you an example of one of the drug operations I was involved in, we met an IRA contact in South London in the mid 90’s. This man (whose identity I cannot reveal) took us to his flat and gave my father and I 4 kilos of cocaine. This flat was his ’office’ which he used for drug business and he didn’t live there. My father and I then delivered the cocaine to another location in North London. My father was empowered to recruit other agents for the MI-6 drug trafficking and recruited me. However my family’s involvement in the global intelligence community runs much deeper than running drugs for MI-6. Here we get into an even more complicated issue regarding multigenerational MK Ultra type mind control. I come from a line of British intelligence people.



My Grandfather (on my Father‘s side) was naval intelligence, my father’s brother was a MI-5 officer in Logistics, his name is Brian Casbolt. My grandfather was also a high-ranking freemason and the whole family were Mormons. I have been experiencing abduction type scenarios from at least the age of five. For example, I have seen small grey beings around my bed on many occasions since I was a child. At these times I felt myself ’floating’ upwards but I was paralyzed and could do nothing about it. I have had needle wounds in my arms and many other of the usual abduction type scenarios. I have photographic proof of strange lights and laser beams in my bedroom, faces materializing in front of me, needle puncture wounds on my arms and other things on my website. It turns out however that most of these abductions were military abductions and not extra-terrestrial. By working with professionals who specialize in de-programming mind control issues and also by working with NSA personnel, I have been able to confirm that these abductions and my working with MI-6 have all been part of a highly classified mind control, cloning and genetic enhancement program known as Project Mannequin. Project Mannequin was and is being run by the NSA from an underground facility in Peasmore, Berkshire in the UK. I grew up in this area. The NSA is using computer-generated life forms which look like the classic Grey alien. These are basically robots that the military create for use in project Mannequin abductions in this country. They are known as PLF’s. PLF stands for programmable life forms. The technology was given to the NSA in human/ET treaties which started back in the 1930’s. Two malevolent ET races that seem to be important in this are the Zetan greys and Draconian reptilians from the Orion and Draconis star systems. NSA personnel who I have spoken to call the greys ’Zetan bio-robots’ as they appear to be some kind of slave race created by and for a reptilian ET race from Draconis. I cover these beings and the treaties in detail on my website. Project Mannequin is a program to create genetically enhanced assassins, espionage agents and sleeper agents with PSI/psychic abilities. Most people are unaware of their part in the program because of sophisticated memory erasure procedures. The NSA is looking for people of certain bloodlines and these are mainly people of Celtic/Blueblood (aristocratic) genetics. People with these genetics have a predisposition to paranormal ability as these cultures have practiced paranormal abilities for generations. Therefore it is in the genetic memory of individuals with these bloodlines. These individuals have an RH-negative blood factor. My father’s mother was a French aristocrat called Vera De Tillard. The De Tillard family goes back to the French royal family of the French revolution. In the 1950’s a bloodline study was started by the NSA based at Harwell laboratories to find these children to be used in project Mannequin. However my family was targeted for mind control before this. From this study at Harwell labs project mannequin was then started by the NSA in 1972 at the underground facility in Peasmore. This base also has entrances at Aldermaston and Greenham common. My first memories of my involvement with the project were of being escorted down tunnels at the age of 5 by military personnel. I have since found out these were openings to the underground network in Greenham common. How I got there I do not remember yet. I have witnessed scenes so terrifying in these facilities



that I cannot even begin to talk about them in a public interview. These included being shown non-human entities and caged humans. Again I do not know if these entities were ET’s or military/NSA genetically created beings. Over the years I have regularly been placed in what is known as a ’trip seat’ in underground facilities. A trip seat looks like a dentist’s chair and is used for accelerated learning utilizing drugassisted hypnosis. There is a large screen in front of the person and images are flashed extremely fast on the screen. The images flash too fast for the eyes to see, however the subconscious mind takes it all in. You are taught things like how to access PSI ability and briefed on different extra-terrestrial races and their agendas as well as many other things. This information is stored in compartments in my mind that the handlers of the project only had access to. That was until my memories started to come back at the beginning of last year. With the de-programming efforts I am slowly accessing more and more of this information. The drug that was injected into me on the trip seat is called scopolamine. This is an accelerated learning drug. On one of my AL sessions that included electroshock to the brain, a man was standing at the right hand side of the seat and a guy in a coat was standing at the left side of the chair. The man on the right said to me, “If you forget everything I’ve said to you, remember one thing. He will try and convince you pain is pleasure”. A strange tone started in my head and then the screen in front of me started flashing. I don’t remember anything after that. A man who claims he was a security officer at the Peasmore underground facility has recently come forward and blown the whistle. He has gone public with diagrams of the trip seat and they were identical to the ones I remembered. I recovered the memories of the trip seat about six months before I was shown these diagrams. As I said I am still remembering the events of project Mannequin and putting the pieces together. This is not easy for me to write about. As I said, I’m being helped by positive factions in the NSA who have provided me with highly classified information on the project as well as microwave technology to regain my memories. Doctors who specialize in de-programming mind control are helping me also. We have uncovered at least five programs that have been installed into me that are classified under Greek letters. For example, Alpha, delta, gamma, theta, omega. To give you an example of this, the ’theta’ program is a PSI/telepathic program that enables me to physically see scalar/sound waves. The most important technology the secret services use is scalar/sound wave based. You can therefore imagine how important this ability would be to an espionage agent. I have photos in my possession of me manipulating scalar waves. It is possible to capture them on digital camera. Other Mannequin programs that have been installed into are known as ’Janus/end-times’ and ’Lone wolf’. Janus is a ’sleeping’ program that activates when major New World order events happen like 9-11 and the plan for coming martial law in America. Janus is the two headed Roman god of change. I am actually in a race against time to be deprogrammed before the events like martial law in start to happen. If I am not de-programmed in time I may be ’used’ by certain factions in the global intelligence community to advance their agenda’s.



Lone wolf is a NSA program that keeps me from reaching out and getting help with mind control issues. The Lone wolf program is very common to Project Mannequin and MK Ultra victims and I know of other people who have had this program installed. I personally know other genetically enhanced men who have had millions of pounds and dollars spent on their procedures. Some of these men have not even been used yet and are ’on ice’ waiting for the Janus programs to activate. I was recently sent intelligence regarding a nineteen-year-old man who has recently disappeared after breaking his programming. It turns out he has many of the above-mentioned programs installed in him including Lone wolf. Again these men are in a race against time to break free from the mind control. This is not easy though as when one layer of programming is uncovered another one is usually revealed underneath it. It can take years of work to strip the layers away as so many programs are present. There are also many different types of agents in project Mannequin. For instance you have a Type A and Type B. Type A is a genetically enhanced human designed for combat with espionage capabilities. Type B is designed for espionage with combat capabilities. I am a Type B. The nineteen year old is a type A.



How heavy is state/intelligence service involvement in the global drug trade?

MI6 and the CIA have cornered the global drugs trade and are now bringing the majority of the street drugs like cannabis, cocaine and heroin into Britain and America. This drug money is being used the feed ’The Octopus’. The Octopus is intelligence speak for the global underground base system which is mainly run by the NSA. There are over 4000 of these bases in different countries now which have been built and funded with drug money. The global drugs trade run by MI 6 and the CIA with more than a little help from organized crime elements is worth at least £500 billion a year. This is more than the global oil trade. One of my CIA contacts who I will refer to as ’X1’ was involved in the war involved in the now infamous CIA cocaine trafficking ops at the Mena Arkansas airport. He has photographs of bricks of cocaine and heroin being taken off Fed Ex planes. He has sent me these and other photos through the post but much of my post is being intercepted and I am not receiving it. We plan on meeting face to face in the future to exchange intelligence. X1 says there was a FBI investigation into the Mena Arkansas drug trafficking in 1995 but the CIA came in and took the investigation over. He also says that he was taken on board a small jet for a ’friendly ride’. When they were flying over one of the local sites the pilot told X1 to look out of the window. The pilot then banked sharply and X1 hit his head on the window. He started laughing and said, “See how people get hurt when they see too much”.



What caused you to leave MI6?

My father was my main contact into MI 6 and when he died I could not carry on in the drug trafficking. I was a very low-level agent and just a ‘gofer’ for my father really. He died in Doncaster prison in 2003 and was serving six months for possession of false passports. Officially he died of liver failure.



My father was 53 when he died.



What have you discovered since leaving MI6?

I have been able to speak to many people in the global intelligence community since I have left MI 6 and blown the whistle. These men are sick of the New World Order and have approached me because of my website and appearing on different radio shows. I think the most important information I have learned is the first hand accounts of people who have worked in some of the underground bases and claim to have seen ET’s. Their stories are on my website.



How has this information been kept secret for so long?

The same people who are involved in the Octopus are controlling most of the mainstream media. For example in an article I wrote last year called ’MI-6 are the lords of the global trade’ I expose the name of the British intelligence man who was the Telegraph newspapers director in 1986. This man was also the Bank of England director from 1987 to 1995. The bank of England is a major British intelligence drug money laundering bank.



Do you know of any information pertaining to ‘false flag’ terror (e.g. 9-11 or 7/7)?

I have been de-briefed by a man connected to MI-6 regarding what really happened on 7/7. However I must get the green light from him before I make a public statement about this. I can comment on 9-11 though. As we know there have been reports about controlled demolition of the twin towers and people claiming it was a bunker busting missile and not a plane that hit the pentagon. There has been a huge amount of this kind of information in the alternative media and even in the controlled mainstream media. However many people do not know that the missile that hit the pentagon on 9-11, hit the naval intelligence section of the building. This was part of an internal war that is raging in the global intelligence community regarding the ET presence on this planet. There is a huge amount of in fighting going on and the situation is very complex. There are negative intelligence and shadow government groups like ’Aquarius’ and the 33rd degree and above 'Illuminated' Masonic degrees such as the Scottish Rite, York Rite, 33rd Degree of Zion and Nigerian Rite. Even these malevolent organizations are fighting with each other over control of the planet. According to an NSA contact, the NSA deals directly with 118 different ET races known as 'The Link'. I have heard rumors in the intelligence community that there is an annual Link meeting at super secret locations on this planet every year and that these meetings have been going for ten years now. I cannot confirm this at the present time. However I can confirm that that there has been a quite campaign in the US and other places in the last 5-10 years for the services of certain ex-military, ex-intelligence and scientists by Link reps.



One of my friends who is a PHD bio-physic claims to have met many Link members and says that many of these ex-military, ex-intelligence people get a third party seat at the annual link meting. I am not sure if Aquarius is present at these meetings but I do know the organization is centered around intelligence organizations such as MI 6 and the CIA. On the other hand you have you have positive factions in these organizations involved in an internal war. There is a very patriotic group centered around US naval intelligence known as ’Comm 12’. Comm 12 are working with positive ET’s from such places as the Pleiades star system who want to help Humanity but cannot yet land en-masse on the White house lawn for instance. They are bound by galactic non-intervention laws and cannot disrupt a developing race’s evolution. When the population of a world develop themselves to a certain level of consciousness, the Pleiadians and other benevolent ET races make their presence known on a planetary scale. The missile that hit the naval intelligence section of the pentagon is an example of the internal war being played out by Aquarius and Comm 12. Negative government factions are basically causing chaos in the world with false flag terrorism, HAARP engineered earthquakes, laboratory created diseases such as AIDS and Ebola and engineered wars to bring about the official formation of a one world government. It is the Masonic motto ’Order out of chaos’ in our faces. They create the chaos and bring about a New World Order. The New World Order is not about money. It is about a covert take over of planet earth by malevolent ET races to enable them to harvest the resources on this planet such as food, slave labour, genetic material and minerals. Government factions that have sold out to the Zetan grey and Draconian reptilian forces, for example, are paving a road to hell for this planet. They are now puppets for their puppet-masters that have promised them certain powers and rewards when the official one world government is in place. A man called Phil Schneider worked for the UN and had one of the highest security clearances in the world called a ’Rhyolite 38’. He claims he was invited to secret UN meeting in a underground base. Phil said in this meeting the table was set out in the same manner as the UN building in new city but with one main difference. This table had an upper level of seats. According to Phil the UN members took their seats in the lower level chairs and then Tall grey ET’s walked in, took their seats on the upper level and dictated policy to the UN members. Phil was found dead with a rubber hose wrapped around his neck not long after blowing the whistle. This declared a ’suicide’. Phil was in a wheelchair at this point in his life. How a man in a wheelchair could strangle himself to death with a rubber hose is beyond me!



What do you know about the shadow government?

My NSA contact ’X5’ who worked at the Los Alamos underground base says there is ET/shadow government hierarchy in the Octopus. X5 says that the hierarchy is as follows 1. Sirian Anunnaki and Draconian reptilans - Supreme group leaders 2. Tall Greys (Rigelian greys) - Section commanders 3. Short greys (Zeta Reticulan Greys) - Drone workers



4. Blue Kobolds- Drone workers (working with Zetan greys in heavy lifting, abductions etc) 5. Human Illuminists and Committee 300 (33rd degree and above freemasons, once you reach the 33rd degree of Masonry you are initiated into the first level of the Illuminati) 6. PLF’s (programmable life forms) - military robots used for abductions etc. When X5 worked at the Los Alamos base a world government Rhyolite 38 security clearance level 3 was required for access. Although X5 claims this has changed drastically in the last ten years (Please note I referred to X5 as 'G' in the past. A book called 'Agent buried alive' will be out this year published through Dandelion Books. Many of the details about the issues in this article will be included in my book.
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Return to Project Mannequin and James Casbolt Return to The NSA - The Super Secret National Security Agency



SAALM

from FreewebsSAALM Website recovered through WayBackMachine Website



The information contained on this mirror site is presented in no order but in as much as I could successfully copy and upload.



This site and the files therein represent a time in my life when I was involved with a group called S.A.A.L.M., (or Sa’am?) which itself was working alongside and with several renegade elements inside global security agencies such as the NSA, CIA, MI6 and MOSSAD. During the time working within S.A.A.L.M., I was exposed to, amongst other things, accessing their private intranet which dealt with information that the group wished to keep out of the public domain. The Intranet was password protected and the S.A.A.L.M. members could log in from anywhere around the globe and access numerous components of the site, such as briefing papers, announcements, and various downloads. I have megabytes of this material ready for dissemination into the public domain which will no doubt distress my former employees, and thus to avoid the obvious harassment that would ensue, I choose to remain anonymous. (Please be patient as I am still going through the process of decrypting much of the material which is time consuming). I present this site more or less as it was before my disconnection from the S.A.A.L.M. (Supreme Anunnaki Alliance of Lord Marduk) infrastructure. Read the extensive information presented and judge for yourself. I have much more in my possession, but in reality, it is a small part of the entire S.A.A.L.M. network and the staggering information it holds. If you navigate to the section containing the documents on Accelerated Learning for example [which instruct how certain Extraterrestrials can manipulate light to manifest real solid objects] you will understand why this material is being kept in the hands of the few. These techniques, which appear like magic to the average person on the street, are the secrets taught at the highest levels of Freemasonry such as the 33rd degree Lodge of Zion, which is controlled by S.A.A.L.M.. Although there is no way of providing hard evidence, the quantity and quality of material on this site speaks for itself and after you read through it you will be in no doubt as to the veracity of what has been provided. In recent months others have also verified the information that is presented here such as ex MI6 operative James Casbolt. Why did I upload the site? The S.A.A.L.M. group have until 2012 [Dec 22nd] to execute the primary phase of their agenda and bring their Ruler - an ancient Anunnaki King called Lord Marduk into the public domain. I believe Lord Marduk is in fact the real physical personage of the Antichrist, [and the King of Kings prophesized in the infamous Protocols of Zion plan, which has been perfected through the ages through Lord Marduk, his two sons and the global masonic apparatus]. I personally believe Marduk will use Accelerated Learning technology to manifest 'miracles' and amaze the uneducated public exactly as prophesied according to scripture (see the books of Daniel and Revelations). My goal is to heighten public awareness about these and many other extremely important issues whilst there is still a window of opportunity.



Public awareness is growing at an exciting pace, and the timing is perfect for the release of my material which will be the straw that breaks the camels back. The cabal that is S.A.A.L.M. is comprised of many people behind the scenes - some names you will recognize others will mean nothing to the general public, although members through the European black nobility, the Vatican, and high ranking members of the global military apparatus will recognize their names and code rankings in the site. If the general public has any questions about this site and S.A.A.L.M. please email me at this address and I will answer the questions as best as I can. "Freedom is never voluntarily given by the oppressor; it must be demanded by the oppressed."



IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT

from FreewebsSAALM Website recovered through WayBackMachine Website



Dear Brothers As you know The S.A.A.L.M. group was compromised by a security breach recently. I have conferred with P1 and P2 and we are currently establishing a reviewed security protocol which should prohibit any type of attack or compromise in the future.



This temporary email address is part of the renewed security protocol. If anyone receives unsolicited or "stray-duck" emails, please fwd them immediately to my new address...



INDOCTRINATION for MEMBERS OF S.A.A.L.M.

Re. electronic signature, do NOT worry about it now. We'll get to it once a few changes are made. Patience. This has never been done before, not quite in the way we're proposing. Re. Don't worry about ID, this will be done here at the shop, but we will have suggestions below. About TS/SCI, put full name down, including the W. Re. regs and laws, legal requires us to help you get the regs. You can get them off P21 directly; make a list of them and keyword S.A.A.L.M. or code as is known, and the titles and parts. Most direct way. I am not worried about the NDA. Agreed to it for protection against using HCI (high classif info) as we will have to on occasion. • Item 1 defines what the type of info is, according to the PEO number, and what being give access to such info means. • Item 2 says you are aware of what security is needed and why, and that you understand the basic procedure for sharing the information you have or generate with others: that is, only with members of the group and no one else, no exceptions. • Item 3 warns against the potential danger of disclosure by direct or nonauthorized means, that is, acting disconnected from the group for whatever personal belief(s) or reason(s). Then it goes on to say that if anyone else, outside the group, is to get any information you have or generate, that this would require a direct written permission to do so OR you have directly verified that this is authorized and that you can do so. This is one of the roles played by the first-among-equals - to protect us all from such potential screw-ups.



• Item 4 says you know that breach of this agreement will result in your being asked to leave the group. And that, depending upon what it is you did, any one of a series of parts and titles of CFR and some laws can apply and be used against you in a court of law. This is a dissuader of breaches of this agreement. • Item 5 dissuades us from disclosing anyone from the association with S.A.A.L.M. punishable by death. • Item 6 tell us that the agency will seek extreme termination with prejudice in the case of a breach of this agreement resulting in the disclosure of unauthorized information, beginning with extreme harassment in order to stop the disclosure. • Item 7 establishes clearly ownership of the information and here you need to read carefully to understand what it really says, for by invoking ownership by the Link (of which we are a part) we all also own the information. Internal regs will clarify this point as we go, internal meaning group generated. • Item 8 says that you are bound by all items in this agreement until such time that one of the first-among-equals (most likely P4) releases you to do a limited release as part of something the group agrees to do, or is part and parcel of the overall mission. Otherwise, it reminds you that all parts of the agreement apply to you at all times. • Item 9 is self-evident. Essentially, it says that if one item of this agreement cannot be enforced, all others remain in force and applicable. • Item 10 says that you know that all the CFR sections listed, the congressional act mentioned, and the executive order listed in the item apply to your participation in S.A.A.L.M. and that you accept their coverage over your activities as part of the group. This is the part that basically states each of us are covered under these sections and other other applicable regulations and laws. And it says you recognize your responsibility in obtaining copies of all these regs and laws and that we can help you get them if you can't find or get them yourselves. • Item 11 says you don't intend to lie or mislead when you sign this agreement, or any time after. About any further information from you, it is not necessary at this time. Likewise, whenever you are going to work on any S.A.A.L.M. stuff, contacting S.A.A.L.M. agents, discussing Marduk and/or Anunnaki protocols, it is quite necessary as keyboard stroking is quite readable from elsewhere. Will see that some level of encryption be available to all members, working on that as we speak. Make sure you are not exposed to the net, scalar technotronics, or to anyone else getting the better of you Let me know if you can't find items mentioned in agreement. Will then help. Do you need anything else that I can do now or in next few days? I'm going to be unavailable for a day or two, probably until Wed. Will take a rest trip to the mountains and the sequoias for a day or two. Will take laptop with, but can't promise I will have signal where I'm going... Let the computer suggest a code name for you all: or choose a new one (to use in the group) and XXX as your codesign (for A-33_Z information system registry name), as there will only be one master list of all with all add-on names. Include CSs in text somewhere on form, please.



Tell me today or tomorrow, if possible, if this is sufficient for you to send the forms filled out back to me so I can get them on system before I leave. Know this, too, that NOTHING given by members of the group to MIS-ACTION leaves the group's system; this is NOT, repeat NOT, shared with any group outside. Sufficient authority internally to set this up and operate it. NDA is insurance that no one will get prosecuted for using HCI from time to time, and to know that we are producing some unique stuff here. It is not so much guarding against GOVOR, NGOS and others that we're concerned; it's the leakage to Link SIGs inside the Link itself. Look, there's exopolitics between them as there is between and among us. P6



Strategic Concept



ALL ELEMENTS WORKIN TOGETHER

All elements must now indeed begin to fit together and work together. The construction of our scalar computer grid at Pine Gap, indicates the end status of our "information field" that we know as soul or spirit embodied or indexed to one physical frame and converted into usable information and data that can be applied to real time power. Here is where allegory meets fact and turns into information. Read these words with your mind’s eye that can access the whole of you, for what you know as spirit in you is the part that will understand, instruct, and guide you in this endeavor. Be it known by One and All: the body is a bearer of information in and of itself, and within itself. It is Creation in and through which Source experiences Itself and Its creation. The perfect information field indexed to a body is already in human forms native to Earth. The perfect body hosts a perfect information field predicated on 24 base aminoacids, not 20 as the bodies of Earth humans currently are. Current science and human penchant for the idea of immortality have led scientists to a quest for human longevity by the suppression of certain enzymes and the enhancement of neuropeptides, in a biotechnological symphony of attempts. Yet, it is yet not realized that Source as Creator has already programmed all DNA to reach and achieve life forms of maximum feasible complex oscillating biological life matrices. This is a philharmonic quest for a biologic emancipation from exclusive dependence on the planetary/star system context in which the complex life form emerges. And much of the change the living matrix undergoes is already in what so far we know as mind, which is contained in Source as Creator, expressed as a biomind overfunction that turns a biokind into a unity-support under the operation of a dedicated biomind member, who acts as first-amongequals switchboard of permutated interchange of and among all members of the unity-support as biomind-overfunction. This is a most accurate conceptual representation of what biokinds must become, as all biominds must ultimately join the One Voice in each galaxy that shall ultimately join all others in all galaxies as the Voice in Source as Creator. In less technical language, the human species on Earth is at the door of a species-wide



awakening to its whole membership-mind. This is not a telepathic phenomenon, as it is often misunderstood and portrayed in the literature, on the net, and in movies. Rather, it is an energetic phenomenon that also involves the Earth. Humans and their star-planet tandem are at the door of becoming a biogeosystem, or intricately woven system where human biology, Earth energetics, sun energetic cycles, and human biology awaken a process of genetic changes already inscribed in our DNA and genes (regardless of how much Ša.A.Mi. genetic material is in our DNA, or what you have seen referred to as Anunnaki) that will take ten- to twenty-thousand years to bring our biokind to par with other Link members in terms of longevity. Source is what you know as God in the role of Creator at Work. Source is the Thought boundary to the seven superdomains, from and through, which everything is. This is known as Unum – the sum total of Creation. Source expresses in seven superdomains, each being contained therein by the next, all contained therein by Source, like an onion contains its precious core. And core is the ratio of space/time in which our bodies are now, but of which our information clouds are not. The Milky Way and all galaxies in the universe are hosts to all Life manifestations from a perfect DNA created and placed by Source in 4-spacetime – the spacetime ratio in which life as we know it exists in three dimensions of space and three expressions of time. The latter, time, is technically not a dimension in the same way space is; it is more an aspect, for there is vertical time (which is a series of time aspects of 12,960,000 infinities) and horizontal time (time aspects that are manifest locally, as local time in space/time locales or addresses in 4-spacetime).



THE EYE of Horus

This third and final S.A.A.L.M. document announces the EoH. It will be followed by formal invitations to those who have replied and planning begin shortly on the setting up of a a new Lodge which shall then interconnect all those who chose to become S.A.A.L.M.- S.A.A.L.M. members. Neither P1 nor I wish to exercise direct control over the group, except as participants and specialized information source. The tasks for the group are specific to the three functions mentioned in the first two releases. This third is intended to put everything together, along with a substantial information base for each individual on each of the first two functions to have and hold as basis for moving forward - as the page on which each need to be on to move onward and forward. This information is intended for group members, and group members only, until as a group, ground rules arise as to how the information products developed from within the group are to be made available to the public. We, who conceived the idea of this group, intend it to be operated on the basis of fairly basic rules of thumb - logical ground rules most everyone can agree to. Everyone must also realize the importance of the group’s intent and purpose, and weigh it against the need to protect it so it may serve us all well in accomplishing the goals set forth for its existence and operation. We do not wish to compromise a plan conceived by Lord Marduk over 25,000 years ago. We need to begin with trust in each, each other, motivation that drives the group to fulfill the functions established, and the motivations that drive each and everyone in fulfilling the



objectives agreed to by the goals which drove the formation of the group in the first place. Much of what we propose to do with and through S.A.A.L.M. has never been done in the public domain - ever. And the attempts we know about have not worked for a variety of reasons. One of the main ones, from our viewpoint, has been the lack of trust in the wisdom and reliance on the native intelligence and experience of those participating in whatever the effort was at the time. Aside from the usual group rules for the operation of this group, additional ways of handling information - products and their dissemination - would be have to be developed and evolved as an organic group, with facilitation on the part of members interested in seeing specific information items disseminated. This would require awareness and understanding on the part of those driving forward to do their bid with any one product of the time sequence and timing requirements already set long ago for the performance of specific procedures and function cascades between group onset on the net and the mid-third trimester of 2011. All of this would be provided to S.A.A.L.M. members as eyes-only group documents to be absorbed and filed for reference as securely as possible. It is important for everyone to realize, understand and accept from the beginning that this is not set up as something open to everyone. It is NOT. People may join by invitation only, and only by agreement of the entire group that what the person being considered possesses skills and experiences necessary to the functions and objectives of the group. Thus, to a large extent, membership is utilitarian and driven by the goals and objectives set by the group functions and desired outcomes. We therefore propose that the S.A.A.L.M. lodge be formed by invitation only, that invitees be asked to furnish the entire group with a curriculum vitae of their background, accomplishments and experiences, writing samples of essays and/papers written (including professional papers, reports, monographs, and books published online or by publishing houses,) that the member promoting the invitation be responsible for gathering all necessary information on the invitee, and submitting a proposal for membership to all members by email, providing sufficient information to members for each to determine in his or her own mind and heart the worthiness of the proposal, the utility of the background and experiences of the invitee, and the function invitee desires to perform in the group. A first-among-equals serves the function of moderator in the internal debate on whether or not the proposed member is extended the invitation to join, conducts sounding surveys of the membership, submits questions to the prospect sent by the membership, conducts membership consults over the net or by appointment, draws closure on discussion by sounding surveys concerning readiness to vote, conducts the final vote, declares consensus acceptance of the candidate and authorizes extension of invitation to the member who proposed the candidate for membership. If the invitee is or has been a member of a civilian or military intelligence organization, this individual shall undergo a full vetting process involving his or her experiences and associations while in such organization. All members of the group, without exception, need to vote (up or down) on all admissions to the group; we propose that admission criteria be circumscribed to background and experiences pertinent to the group’s needs and goals, verification and reliability of the information provided, invitee disclosure of personal and professional information, background



and standing in his or her community, and such other criteria deemed appropriate and necessary by the consensus of the membership. We then propose that the group function by the principle of the first-among-equals/consensus agreement. The operational definition of this principle is that the group is neither hierarchical in structure, nor is it driven by power motives associated with any one viewpoint or its hegemony within the group. The first-among-equals are those who conceived, organized, and operationalized the group at its inception, and continue on serving as functional information conduits, facilitators, moderators and organic stimulants of viewpoints and worldviews to help explain, clarify, extend, associate, and made accessible any information cumuli (or information that combines and merges into ever higher orders of gnosive complexity and abstraction) to the membership by virtue of previous access and exposure to organic-enhancing means of improving optimal CNS/enteric intellectual performance. The first among equals in the group are: P6 , P2 and P1. Of the three first-among-equals, the one ultimately responsible to the Link and to S.A.A.L.M for the accomplishment of the goals and objectives of S.A.A.L.M. is P33. The others – P13 and P15 – are the pillars of this group – the fifth element in a higher-order defensive complex that, without this group’s performance of its functions and fulfillment of its goals, it would and could not work. More on the situation confronted by humankind as members of the Link have made guardian functions in certain institutional groups mentioned on this document and on the BRIEFING BOOK 1, for bona fide members admitted by the membership. P6 Return to The Anunnaki Return to Project Mannequin and James Casbolt Return to Illuminati - Order of The Illumined Wise Men



by James Casbolt

from JamesCasbolt Website



It may be a revelation to many people that the global drug trade is controlled and run by the intelligence agencies. In this global drug trade British intelligence reigns supreme. As intelligence insiders know MI-5 and MI-6 control many of the other intelligence



agencies in the world (CIA, MOSSAD etc) in a vast web of intrigue and corruption that has its global power base in the city of London, the square mile. My name is James Casbolt, and I worked for MI-6 in 'black ops' cocaine trafficking with the IRA and MOSSAD in London and Brighton between 1995 and 1999. My father Peter Casbolt was also MI-6 and worked with the CIA and mafia in Rome, trafficking cocaine into Britain. My experience was that the distinctions of all these groups became blurred until in the end we were all one international group working together for the same goals. We were puppets who had our strings pulled by global puppet masters based in the city of London. Most levels of the intelligence agencies are not loyal to the people of the country they are based in and see themselves as 'super national'. It had been proved beyond a shadow of a doubt that the CIA has been bringing in most of the drugs into America for the last fifty years (see ex LAPD officer Michael Rupert's 'From the wilderness' website for proof). The CIA operates under orders from British intelligence and was created by British intelligence in 1947. The CIA today is still loyal to the international bankers based in the city of London and the global elite aristocratic families like the Rothschild's and the Windsor's. Since it was first started, MI-6 has always brought drugs into Britain. They do not bring 'some' of the drugs into Britain but I would estimate MI-6 bring in around ninety percent of the drugs in. They do this by pulling the strings of many organized crime and terrorist groups and these groups like the IRA are full of MI-6 agents. MI-6 bring in heroin from the middle east, cocaine from south America and cannabis from morocco as well as other places. British intelligence also designed and created the drug LSD in the 1950's through places like the Tavistock Institute in London. By the 1960's MI5, MI-6 and the CIA were using LSD as a weapon against the angry protestors of the sixties and turned them into 'flower children' who were too tripped out to organize a revolution. Dr Timothy Leary the LSD guru of the sixties was a CIA puppet. Funds and drugs for Leary's research came from the CIA and Leary says that Cord Meyer, the CIA agent in charge of funding the sixties LSD counter culture has "helped me to understand my political cultural role more clearly". In 1998, I was sent 3000 LSD doses on blotting paper by MI-5 with pictures of the European union flag on them. The MI-5 man who sent them told my father this was a government 'signature' and this LSD was called 'Europa'. This global drugs trade controlled by British intelligence is worth at least 500 billion a year. This is more than the global oil trade and the economy in Britain and America is totally dependent on this drug money. Mafia crime boss John Gotti exposed the situation when asked in court if he was involved in drug trafficking. He replied "No we can't compete with the government". I believe this was only a half truth because the mafia and the CIA are the same group at the upper levels. In Britain, the MI-6 drug money is laundered through the Bank of England, Barclays Bank and other household name companies. The drug money is passed from account to account until its origins are lost in a huge web of transactions.



The drug money comes out 'cleaner' but not totally clean. Diamonds are then bought with this money from the corrupt diamond business families like the Oppenheimers. These diamonds are then sold and the drug money is clean. MI-6 and the CIA are also responsible for the crack cocaine epidemic in Britain and America. In 1978, MI-6 and the CIA were in south America researching the effects of the natives smoking 'basuco' cocaine paste. This has the same effect as crack cocaine. They saw that the strength and addiction potential was far greater than ordinary cocaine and created crack cocaine from the basuco formula. MI-6 and the CIA then flooded Britain and America with crack. Two years later, in 1980, Britain and America were starting to see the first signs of the crack cocaine epidemic on the streets. On august 23, 1987, in a rural community south of Little Rock in America, two teenage boys named Kevin Ives and Don Henry were murdered and dismembered after witnessing a CIA cocaine drop that was part of a CIA drug trafficking operation based at a small airport in Mena, Arkansas. Bill Clinton was the governor of Arkansas at the time. Bill Clinton was involved with the CIA at this time and $100 million worth of cocaine was coming through the Mena, Arkansas airport each month. For proof see the books 'Compromise' and 'Dope Inc'. On my father's international MI-6 drug runs, whatever fell off the back of the lorry so to speak he would keep and we would sell it in Britain. As long as my father was meeting the speedboats from Morocco in the Costa del Sol and then moving the lorry loads of cannabis through their MI-6, IRA lorry business into Britain every month, British intelligence were happy. As long as my father was moving shipments of cocaine out of Rome every month, MI5 and MI6 were happy. If my father kept a bit to sell himself no one cared because there was enough drugs and money to go round in this £500 billion a year global drugs trade. The ones who were really paying were the people addicted. Who were paying with suffering. But karma always catches up and both myself and my father became addicted to heroin in later years and my father died addicted, and poor in prison under very strange circumstances. Today, I am clean and drug-free and wish to help stop the untold suffering this global drugs trade causes. The intelligence agencies have always used addictive drugs as a weapon against the masses to bring in their long term plan for a one world government, a one world police force designed to be NATO and a micro chipped population known as the New World Order. As the population is in a drug or alcohol-induced trance watching 'Coronation Street', the new world order is being crept in behind them. To properly expose this global intelligence run drugs trade we need to expose the key players in this area: 1. Tibor Rosenbaum, a MOSSAD agent and head of the Geneva based Banque du Credit international. This bank was the forerunner to the notorious Bank of Credit and Commerce international (BCCI) which is a major intelligence



drug money laundering bank. 'Life' magazine exposed Rosenbaum's bank as a money launderer for the Meyer Lanksky American organized crime family and Tibor Rosenbaum funded and supported 'Permindex' the MI6 assassination unit which was at the heart of the John F. Kennedy assassination.



2. 3.



Robert Vesco, sponsored by the Swiss branch of the Rothchilds and part of the American connection to the Medellin drug cartel in Colombia. Sir Francis de Guingand, former head of British intelligence, now living in south Africa (and every head of MI5 and MI6 has been involved in the drug world before and after him).



4.



Henry Keswick, chairman of Jardine Matheson which is one of the biggest drug trafficking operations in the world. His brother John Keswick is chairman of the bank of England.



5.



Sir Martin Wakefield Jacomb, Bank of England director from 1987 to 1995, Barclays Bank Deputy Chairman in 1985, Telegraph newspapers director in 1986 (This is the reason why this can of worms doesn't get out in the mainstream media. The people who are perpetrating these crimes control most of the mainstream media. In America former director of the CIA William Casey was, before his death in 1987, head of the council of the media network ABC. Many insiders refer to ABC as 'The CIA network.) George Bush, Snr, former President and former head of the CIA and America's leading drug baron who has fronted more wars on drugs than any other president. Which in reality is just a method to eliminate competition. A whole book could be written on George Bush's involvement in the global drug trade but it is well-covered in the book 'Dark Alliance' by investigative journalist Gary Webb. Gary Webb was found dead with two gunshot wounds to the back of his head with a revolver. The case was declared a 'suicide'. You figure that out. Gary Webb as well as myself and other investigators, found that much of this 'black ops' drug money is being used to fund projects classified above top secret. These projects include the building and maintaining of deep level underground bases in, • Dulce in New Mexico • Pine Gap in Australia • Snowy mountains in Australia • The Nyala range in Africa • west of Kindu in Africa • next to the Libyan border in Egypt • Mount Blanc in Switzerland • Narvik in Scandinavia • Gottland island in Sweden, ...and many other places around the world (more about these underground bases in my next issue). The information on this global drugs trade run by the intelligence agencies desperately needs to get out on a large scale. Any information, comments or feedback to help me with my work would be greatly welcomed.



6.
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Remote Viewing Underground UFO Bases

by Cassandra 'Sandy' Frost

Soultravel.nu November-28-2005 from Rense Website



is the author of 'Captain of My Ship, Master of My Soul' and is an internationally acclaimed speaker. He was personally hired by Robert Monroe in June, 1988 and he currently works as the Research Director for the Monroe Institute: monroeinstitute.org



Joe McMoneagle runs his own Remote Viewing company Intuitive Intelligence Applications at mceagle.com, has written MIND TREK, The Ultimate Time Machine, Remote Viewing Secrets and THE STARGATE CHRONICLES: Memoirs of a Psychic Spy. He most recently astounded Japanese police by Remote Viewing a woman in her apartment who'd been missing for 27 years. lives a quiet life in a remote part of the mid-west, is involved with Native American culture, participates in pow wows and is ViceCommander of the Mohican Veterans.



Remote Viewing is a very controversial thing. But what is even more controversial is when the best Remote Viewers have perceptions of several underground UFO bases on Earth. Some months ago the former Canadian minister of defense asked Canadian Parliament to hold hearings on relations with alien "ET" civilizations. He speaks of finally disclosing the biggest secret in human history, ET presence on Earth. When then Lt. F. Holmes 'Skip' Atwater began the US Army Remote Viewing Star Gate program in 1978, he had no idea that he'd challenge his viewers with targets like underground UFO bases. Atwater grew up in a southern California home where it was normal to talk about things like leaving your body and hands on healing. During the Vietnam Era, on February 14, 1968, he joined the Army as an intelligence specialist. Along the way, Atwater had read 'Journeys Out of the Body' by Robert Monroe, which described how Hemi-Sync (tm) binaural (in both ears) beats enhanced learning, induced out of body experiences and stimulated different states of consciousness. He also read 'Mind Reach' by physicists Hal Puthoff, Ph.D. and Russell Targ, who later introduced him to remote viewing. He was asking questions like, 'What is this remote viewing? What is Monroe discovering about our consciousness with his Hemi-Sync applications?' In 1977, Atwater packed up his wife and three kids and headed towards his new duty station, Ft. Meade, Maryland, to join the US Army's elite Intelligence and Security command program, Systems Exploitation Detachment or SED. He worked on the Sensitive Activity Vulnerability Estimate or SAVE team. Cold war commanders were expected to take measures to protect ALL aspects of their operational capabilities. Once a new threat was identified, the SAVE team would 'attack' a command, challenging all aspects of security. Exploring his new Ft. Meade office, Atwater opened up his safe and discovered three Department of Defense documents "mistakenly" left by his predecessor. The first two described the Soviet Union's research into psychic spying. The third was written by Targ and Puthoff and described remote-viewing research at SRI International in Menlo Park. Atwater read a 1972 report on how the Soviets were conducting parapsychology research at over 20 separate institutions with an annual operating budget of over 21 million dollars. The KGB funded this research. The other document described 'bio-information' such as telepathy, precognition and clairvoyance and bio-energetics like psychokinesis and telekinesis. 'Sounds like remote viewing to me,' Atwater thought. Soviet Remote Viewing was now considered as a potential security threat.



The third document described Project SCANATE, highly classified, CIA funded remote-viewing research conducted primarily at SRI that demonstrated the ability of remote-viewing surveillance to acquire and report intelligence to the intelligence community.



What is RV?

According to Atwater, Remote Viewing is, "The acquisition and description, by mental means, of information blocked by ordinary perception by distance, shielding or time. A way of perceiving something with mental powers alone using a scientifically designed, protocol driven structured process for acquiring information." Typically, a viewer and interviewer are isolated with a target, which may be a picture or randomly generated numbers, in a sealed envelope. Neither know what the target is and are both blind to the target. This is known as working 'double blind' so the interviewer can't feed information to the viewer. The interviewer might ask 'Describe the location inside the envelope?' The viewer might then make sketches or jot down brief word descriptions. Atwater then designed a proto-type RV program to assess if we could defend and/or hide our secrets from the Soviets and began working with SRI to orient the first six candidates to remote viewing. As operations and training, Atwater needed to, 'determine the operational capabilities and limitations of remote viewing, identifying and developing the individual RV skills, and test and evaluate the accuracy of remote viewing on unique targets.' Challenge targets such as ET's and UFOs were used to hone skills and stretch RV capabilities.



Pat Price's Underground UFO Bases

Atwater not only worked with Robert Monroe to develop his training program, he also cooperated with Targ and Puthoff at SRI and learned of a viewer named Pat Price. Former CIA director Stansfield Turner described Price as, 'A man who could 'see' what was going on anywhere in the world through his psychic powers.'

Chicago Tribune, August 13, 1977.



One day in 1973, Price walked into Hal Puthoff's office, tossed a file on his desk and said, 'You might be interested in these UFO bases.' Price believed that ET's had established four underground bases, had remote viewed them and provided Puthoff with descriptions of their locations and functions. Hal Puthoff, Ph.D., founded and directed the CIA funded Remote Viewing program at SRI from 1972 to 1985. Price, who died under mysterious circumstances in 1975, was believable had a proven RV track record and had neither agenda nor any axe to grind. Puthoff passed the same folder on to Atwater in the early '80's, saying, 'You might be interested in this.' At this point, it's important to note that Price's information was viewed without protocols, the results were not officially reported and Price did not use sealed envelopes. Price's report stated that the bases primary purpose was to 'reinforce B.T.L. implants, transport of new recruits and overall monitoring function.' Today, Atwater has no idea what B.T.L. implants are and to his knowledge, no one has remote viewed this term. Price also reported that the base inhabitants looked like us, homosapiens, except for the heart, lungs, blood and eyes. He reported that the sites were highly protected from discovery,



mutually supportive, and had very high technology. He also noted that they used 'thought transfer for motor control of us.'



Mount Perdido

So where are these bases? The first is at Mt. Perdido is in the Pyrenees Mountains, between France and Spain. 'A famous set of caves in the Pyrenees have ancient drawings of ancient astronauts and flying spacecraft,' Atwater explained. 'And there have been a number of sightings here.' Mt. Perdido, aka Mt. Perdu, is 3,352 m, 11,007 ft. high and is the third highest mountain in the Pyrenees. It's about a quarter inch west of Andorra. Price reported that the main base was protected around a 2-mile perimeter with detectors. Several craft were in the launch recovery area and had what looked like an electromagnetic field propulsion system. Price's next underground base location is Mt. Inyangani, the highest mountain (2,592 m, 8,503 ft) in Zimbabwe, formerly Rhodesia, Africa. 'Actually, it's more of a maintenance and tech center,' Price viewed. 'This base looks like overhaul and maintenance unit. I see lots of spare equipment. Parts are being welded in a vacuum area with window area then parts are fused. A grayish white powder is pasted on both parts then fused.' His attention was drawn to unit that several were working on. It is a tubular grid system 'for ionizing a layer of air.'



Mount Hayes

The next site is at Mt. Hayes, Alaska. It appears to be a weather and geological center and has similar security measures to prevent discovery. He described 'computer equipment' and followed leads on an 'oscilloscope' which led to a small box like structure which contained rotational antenna that sat on top of a mountain peak. The receiver seemed to be part of a detection system. 'If they were discovered,' Price wrote, 'personnel are deployed physically in activity to make sure of failure of that certain project. This site has also been responsible for strange activity and malfunction of US and Soviet space projects.' Atwater suggested that if a probe was launched over this part of Alaska, that it might be interfered in some way, to prevent detection of the Mt. Hayes base. 'It comes to mind that these 'people' have infiltrated all government in sensitive positions, not to control government, the processes or people, but rather to be in positions of power to stop politically any activity that may produce a result that could cause discovery.'



Mount Ziel

The fourth site is Mt. Ziel, a personnel center, in Australia's Northern Territory. 'It is interesting that this unit appears to have the most personnel. There are personnel from the other three sites here, like a rest and recreation area.' For a few moments, Price felt slightly disoriented and decided they had detected him so he led them to Melbourne. Price returned to the site and saw vehicles from the other bases, with each having different ID marks that correspond to each site's different functions. 'Mt. Ziel had personnel for all bases and is the homosapiens introduction point.' he observed. Price also noted that the site should be approached with caution and that the area was under alert at that moment.



Is any of this true?

Atwater looked at Price's data and asked 'Is any of this true?' After reviewing the file, Atwater conferred with Puthoff. Puthoff told Atwater that a colleague of his knew northern Australia's CIA station chief and had decided to call him and ask what was going on. The colleague called and asked, 'Hey, is there anything unusual going on down there?' The station chief answered 'No, this is a dead assignment, nothing is going on other than all those UFO's flying around Mt. Ziel.' Atwater now oversaw a cadre of skilled remote viewers and needed challenge targets. In 1982, he pulled Puthoff's file from his drawer and thought, 'Here are some interesting targets to look at. What would happen if I used these as training targets? If they tell me that there is UFO stuff there, it will corroborate what Pat Price said.' Atwater emphasizes that this targeting was his idea, that there was no CIA or military tasking. He was a military officer in a military unit using his own challenge targets to test and evaluate the viewers he was training to see how they were progressing. As such, the challenge targets were viewed under strict protocol. In July, 1982, Atwater gave Joe McMoneagle a challenge target of Mt. Hayes. 'I've never seen anything like it' he began. 'It's like walking into a place I have no familiarity with at all. It's not just something you describe. It's all brand new. There's a desolate open range of mountains.' McMoneagle perceived a mountainous location with underground tubes and tunnels and ball shaped objects. 'The whole thing is underground and is powered by like an atomic power plant. I have seen something and don't have the rudimentary terms to describe it,' McMoneagle continued. According to McMoneagle 'This is a prototype of something. I don't get an aggressive nature to this target. I don't sense the presence of individuals at the target.' McMoneagle went on to draw some radio type of intercept things. The High Frequency Active Auroral Research Program HAARP Array is about 100 miles SE of Mt. Hayes. 'If you ask Joe McMoneagle today about the Mt. Hayes site,' Atwater explained 'he'll say it was more like a radio site or something that NSA would put up there and that he doesn't remember anything about UFOs, so we have an interesting dilemma.' 'All of the drawings and comments support a number of probable possibilities,' McMoneagle said. 'One is underground UFO Bases. The other is an Over-the-Horizon Radar site. Another would be some other form of system like the HAARP which is still classified.' Star Gate team member Mel Riley, US Army, ret., was given this same target in November, 1986. Riley's introduction to RV happened when an agent on the ground had taken a picture of a piece of military machinery that was completely covered by canvas. He told his comrades that he could draw what was under the canvas. He proceeded to draw what he pictured and in his terms, the feedback he received was, "It totally freaked them out". Immediately thereafter, Mel was asked to go to Ft. Meade. He worked in the unit as a viewer, project officer, monitor, and analyst. He began with the impression that structure is some sort of UFO.



'A dark figure is seated at a circular control panel, another light figure is in the background,' he viewed. 'The structure is located within a mountain with a large triangular peak with a large lake at the base of the mountain,' Riley recorded. 'There are two people walking outside and two people inside the structure. Inside the structure sits something that looks similar to an organ. The word observing comes to mind. There appears to be some sort of screen or monitor.'



Update, September 1, 2004

Mel Riley's notes from an email

dated Sun, 21 Apr 2002 08:35:22 -0500.



The structure mentioned in the Mt. Hayes session was not a UFO. It was merely a complex located within the mountain. Fortunately I have a copy of the monitor's summary. I will include it here in its entirety. MR/24NOV86/MT HAYES: (See sketches), triangular peak, inside domed, cavernous, tunnels, rough, natural, (AOL-like being inside NORAD), two persons outside (unable to make contact with them or gain information of any sort, fossils, music box melody, reminds me of Switzerland: site appears to be a structure located within a mountain which has a triangular peak, there is a large lake at the base of this mountain which is surrounded by high rugged mountains or cliffs, it seems fairly impenetrable, there were two people walking around outside of the structure and two people inside the structure, one of the people inside the structure sat at a circular position which appeared to look similar to an organ because of the keys, buttons and switches (the word "observing" comes to mind), it appeared to be some sort of screen or monitor, but could not make it out clearly, entity at console appears to be human in form but lacks definitive facial features, he seems friendly enough and invited me to observe his actions at the console The above is complete and verbatum. For this session I was completely blind as to what the target was. I was given only a set of coordinates and asked to describe the location. The coordinates given were the actual latitude/longitude of Mt. Hayes, Alaska. Hope the above info is of help, Mel 'When I saw Mel's drawing,' Atwater said 'it reminded me of the oscilloscope description given by Pat Price, his idea of some sort of a round sort of screen you might watch signals on.' Atwater concludes, 'The two viewings above are part of others that appear to confirm the existence of these bases. These sites are described as protected from discovery, mutually supportive in purpose, and of very high technology. The later data reports the site's purpose as benign and involving precise observation, location, relay, and perhaps some navigational use. These data also indicate that the sites may not always be occupied and may be somehow connected with a deep space object.' 'So it's entirely possible that some sort of extraterrestrial civilization checks in every now and then but does not man a 24/7 kind of a crew. It's a possibility.' 'We are not alone in all that is, he continued. 'But should we expect that our companions are made of the same "stuff" as we are? I think not. It's hard to grasp the idea of a periodic table different from ours, given our closed-end perspective of physical reality.' 'I would suspect that given an alternative zero-point field environment, atoms and electrons would combine differently and that process would yield far different intelligent life than we know,' Atwater hypothesized. 'Perhaps that is why physical contact with extraterrestrials is so



rare.' 'The answer may be in seeking contact on the mental and spiritual planes beyond the oftennarrow confines of physical reality,' he concluded. 'For our presence here is transient and our spiritual existence is timeless.' Back to Contents



Mount Ziel Underground Facility in Australia's Northern Territory

by James Casbolt

from JamesCasbolt Website



According to my NSA contact 'X3' the Mt Ziel underground facility is the twin facility to the Pine Gap base in Northern Australia. The following is part of an EYES ONLY document that was given to me by X3 regarding Pine Gap. 'Pine Gap - Alice Springs, Australia. This base is a massive multi-leveled facility run by the 33rd degree of Zion which, fronting as the Bilderberger organization, is the control and command centre with the Rothschild apparatus Illuminati. Pine Gap is a major control center for the New World Order Dictatorship and is equipped with levels of computer terminals tied-in to the major computer mainframes of the world'. 'The Mt Zeil underground base is a Anunnaki stronghold. The Anunnaki (who may be from the Sirius star system) have a loose strategic alliance with the Draco Prime Reptilains from the Draconis star system. Both ET groups have timetabled this planet for invasion and takeover. However with the many positive ET races including the Pleiadians that are helping Humanity I do not believe this will happen.' 'Mt. Ziel, a personnel center, in Australia's Northern Territory. It is interesting that this unit appears to have the most personnel. Mt. Ziel had personnel for all bases and is the homosapiens introduction point.' He observed. Price (Northern Australia's CIA station chief) also noted that the site should be approached with caution, "...this is a dead assignment, nothing is going on other than all those UFO's flying around Mt. Ziel." At the March 5, 2000 Annual International UFO Congress held at the River Palms Resort in Laughlin, Nevada, Leonard Buchanan confirmed the existence of four previously undisclosed Extraterrestrial bases discovered on planet Earth. Mr. Buchanan detailed his background as a military controlled remote viewer (CEV). His company trains CRVers at all levels and performs CRV work for individuals, corporations, and government agencies. Mr. Buchanan is also a lifelong psychic as well as an alien abductee. During the military controlled remote viewing sessions, trained observers discovered four extraterrestrial bases found across the globe. These ET bases are located at: • Mt. Parted in Northern Spain • Mt. Inyangani in Zimbabwe • Mt. Hayes, Alaska • Mt. ZIEL, Australia Pyrenees location is a "main base" from which "flying units" (UFOs) took off and landed and



was under Mount Perdido. The African base under Mount Inyangani is a base for maintenance and repair. The base under Mount Ziel in Australia if for a mixture of "personnel" from the other bases while the fourth, under Mount Hayes in Alaska, is a weather and geological study center. Back to Contents Back to Project Mannequin and James Casbolt



RUSSIA - ALIEN BASE IN THE MOUNTAINS OF CAUCASUS?

"Interplanetary Space Port is Discovered in the Foothills of North Caucasus Plateau, Where UFOs are Pasturing" - this is headline of the article in a respected Russian newspaper "Trud", Moscow, dated June 20, 2003, p. 4. Intensive alien activity is reported from the area of Lagonaki plateau north of the Russian resort town of Sochi, near the nature reserve. "Local residents and Ufologists are convinced that there is an interplanetary space port," states Mr. Nikolay Sedov, the journalist. • All facts indicate that, very likely, another underground alien base in located in the area of Mt. Fisht (2867 m over the sea level, with eternal ice glacier) and nearby Laganaki plateau (isolated remote area), as well as in the other places of the Caucasus region (including its highest mountain - El'brus) that have numerous underground alien bases, sub-bases, deep caves, connected by tunnels. These tunnels go to Crimean bases as well..... • ...secret U.S. troops set up their own clandestine "bases" next to the Extraterrestrial "bases." • Humans and off-world races are said to be working together in super-secret underground bases at Area-5 in Nevada; Pine Gap, Australia and El Yunque, Puerto Rico. • ...some top military brass has all but admitted that the alien's plans are not totally "altruistic", and parts of the ET/human project are very "troubling." The creation of alien-human hybrids obviously must be part of that classified agenda. • There is even speculation that the new breed of alien/human hybrids will replace the current crop of Homo sapiens entirely. • There is a rummor that a "certain group" is getting "tired" of current human activities and plan to drastically change the "status quo"....Art Wholeflaffer, President of HACA (Human-Alien Contact Agenda). Are the Hidden Underground Military Bases the Real Headquarters for the New World Order? A former Canadian military officer finally goes public with shocking information he learned while working at an underground base at Cold Lake in Canada. Back to Contents
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Are the Hidden Underground Military Bases the Real Headquarters for the New World Order?

A former Canadian military officer finally goes public with shocking information he learned while working at an underground base at Cold Lake in Canada. Although some may say his story is pure fiction, others claim the secrets to the New World Order's depopulation plan lies underground. Everyone is talking about the New World Order and a one world government, but according to a former Canadian military officer, nobody wants to believe its true sinister nature lies in the mysteries surrounding thousands of deep underground military bases scattered throughout the world. Here is his story: Timothy of Canada tells a wild story, a story of underground military bases where animal and human sacrifices nourish the bowels of creatures that have inhabited the earth long before man arrived. He doesn't expect anybody to believe him, saying most people will think he's talking science fiction anyway. But nevertheless he feels compelled to speak, feeling compelled to risk life and limb as the New World Order zeroes in on the last stages of its incredible worldwide population reduction plan. They have been delayed with their plan to reduce the worlds population by 80 percent but the globalists are now stepping up their activities, said Timothy, who refuses to use his real name, in an extended conversation this week from Germany, where he's employed in the aerospace industry. I am not about to use my name, risking incarceration as I would be in violation of our country's State Secrets Act. Also, do you know that more than 3,000 people have been killed for trying to talk about what goes on in these underground bases. Its basically a death sentence when you start getting too close to the nerve center of the real New World Orders plans. And Timothy says the real heart and soul of the New World Order plan lies in the mysterious underground military bases scattered all over the world, including roughly 30 in Canada, 140 in the United States and more than 1,500 worldwide. He became privy to this top secret information when he served as a junior officer in the Canadian Armed Forces in the aerospace engineering branch, while working at one of the top secret deep underground military bases at Cold Lake in Canada. And what he learned and what he has been researching ever since leaving the military is how this network of underground bases not only houses and conceals non-human life forms with incredible powers, but conceals an underground warehouse of sophisticated super-human technology used for mind control, advanced military weaponry and weather manipulation with the eventual goal of depopulating the world. Most people, including most of the so-called patriots, are sincere about defeating the New World Order, but they are really looking in the wrong direction. They need to uncover, expose and alert the people of the world what's going on below the earths surface, said Timothy who likes to talk in a machine gun, rapid fire fashion, as he recalled first being alerted to the



underground military base phenomenon when he researched the mysterious events surrounding cattle manipulation in Alberta, Canada, in the 1970s. It is very dangerous and you could be killed if you try to expose what the globalists are doing with this network of tunnels and underground facilities, but I have ended my silence since they are now in the final stages of there plan. Remember, AIDS being manufactured? Well, what's in store for mankind is now much worse and we need to do everything we can to try and stop the destruction of the world as we know it. Although Timothy's story can easily be dismissed as pure fantasy, stories like his have a funny way of getting under your skin, a funny way of creeping up on you right before you fall asleep at night. They have a strange way, no matter how outlandish and unbelievable they are, to solicit questions in your mind like What if he is telling the truth and what if these sinister plans and military bases really do exist? Even though Timothy has promised from his undisclosed location in Germany to provide names of at least three other people, making this initial story an ongoing saga, he provided a battery of questions and perhaps a scientific Shakespearean soliloquy of sorts in the interim, explaining why he decided to go public and why it is imperative to uncover the secrets of the underground military bases. With the outbreak of the flu virus I feel compelled to break my silence. Maybe some of you have heard the term New World Order and feel confused about its significance. From this point lets put everything into a series of hypotheticals. Maybe I do not wish to break the Official Secrets Act and wind up incarcerated. Let us pretend I am about to reveal ultrasensitive information to you. Please approach this with an open mind. In the late 1970s I first became aware of the cattle mutilation phenomenon living in Alberta, Canada. The reasons given were unusual for this and it was the suppression of the outcry and true angst I sensed from the cattle farmers protesting outside of Calgary that first got to me. This was the first time I realized there was something seriously wrong. The hush-hush of this left a lasting impression. Let us assume I served as a junior officer in the Canadian Armed Forces in the Aerospace Engineering Branch. One base was Cold Lake. The members of this base wondered innocently why this was the only base where it was required to always wear a black radiation exposure detector. Maybe this is due to a Deep Underground Military Base (DUMB) with unusual aerial phenomena a few hundred statute miles north almost straight in line with Cold Lake bordering with Saskatchewan. What if you were to realize that Canada has over 30 DUMBs, and its neighbor to the south has over 140 active DUMBs. Worldwide there are now over 1500 DUMBs. Let us assume all North American DUMBs are connected below by oxygenated magnetoleviton trains from Krupp, Germany, and are able to reach MACH2+, having the tunnels vacuumed of air to eliminate air resistance. Adjacent to this is a subterranean tunnel highway. Let us assume that many of these bases are actually underground cities for beings that in actuality have resided here for millennia. Do you have the courage to believe this?



All patriots who are willing to resist this New World Order should realize that globalists who have submitted are not the only problem. Maybe they have sold the rest of us out-thinking they will survive and not be enslaved as the remaining. • What if by 2029 the global population is to be massively reduced, the remaining subjects enslaved and hauled off to underground slave labor factories to serve the global elite? • What if the SDI project is in reality a weapon system to ward off unwanted "guests". Maybe all countries were fighting secretly a global war against strangers once they realized in the late 1970s that true intentions of inhabitants of these DUMBs were evil beyond belief. • What if society cannot handle the truth? • What if Eisenhower decided at Holloman AFB keeping things secret would prevent mass panic and decay into total anarchy? Examining the panic Y2K generated, has society become more courageous with time? I, for one forgive Eisenhower. • What if over 8 million humans have literally been devoured by residents of these bases, the majority nourishing themselves with human glandular secretions? I do not expect anyone to believe this. But let us assume I have been privy to a lot of horrific information. Let us assume that in reality there are 143 elements in the periodic table. • Maybe the only way the SR75 can reach MACH9+ is by using metal technology not of this world? • Maybe the stealth aircraft use special coatings combined with electrochemical electronic countermeasures? • Maybe this is why the stealth never were used when it rained in former Yugoslavia? • Maybe the cloaking technology successfully tested at Tonapaz Range and S2 employs high frequency helix devices in the leading edges of the newest generation vehicles, refracting light making the aircraft invisible. • Maybe I have dealt with metallurgic technology with crystalline structures not of this earth? • Maybe the general public has been kept in the dark for many decades? I wish things were not the way they are. Nobody has the right to sell anyone out. Maybe I would not be revealing anything if I was not certain that all the secrecy and timeline is reaching a climax. We are all going to have to assert ourselves beyond belief. We have been lied to and we thought we were doing our best for betterment. I know mankind is destroying this planet, but I refuse to be enslaved. I am sick of the lies and the New World Order agenda. Maybe the force driving it resides in these bases. If you sense your freedoms are being revoked, you are not mistaken. After the last element of gun control is implemented, all freedoms will be removed within a ten year period. Never surrender your weapons. I wish this was not happening and I have had many sleepless nights, but for me I cannot stand it anymore. Never believe that the One World Government is good for us. Observe the dismantling of nations now and how the United Nations is taking over. I wondered back then why is the Canadian military shrinking. This is no accident. The American military is becoming more and more the global force combined with NATO. What can we do? Well, I know this. I will not cooperate with anyone who has sold me out. I will fight for every right I have, simultaneously enjoying the freedom of travel which still exists. Not for long though. I will not believe whatever the World Health Organization dictates. Do not believe anything?



Examine the new Denver International Airport. Maybe in reality below it is a massive DUMB with 8 levels. Why does the fence point inward? Why the unusual security? Maybe the tent spires are in actuality large ventilation shafts to the subterranean levels. Start with this airport please. If you cannot find anything bizarre there then I feel sorry for you. Casa Diablo (CA) is the most obvious of the underground bases. Look for a depleted spring hole which is about 9 foot in diameter. Break down the door if you can. Don’t forget to wear scuba gear. What you will find on the other side will not be human. SEE Entrance at: http://www.ghosttowns.com/states/ca/casadiablo.html Back to Contents
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